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resumo 

 

 

O trabalho realizado nesta dissertação pode ser visto como um sistema de apoio 

à decisão para tráfego. Foi motivado pelos projetos smart cities dos quais os 

transportes são uma área importante. Com a evolução das tecnologias nas 

viaturas é possível fazer uma recolha de cada vez mais informação sobre 

veículos num ambiente real, permitindo assim fazer uma análise mais detalhada 

sobre o tráfego e comportamento dos condutores. A pesquisa efetuada sobre 

trabalho relacionado nesta área revelou que muitas das análises efetuadas não 

tem em consideração o contexto sendo que alguns estudos apontavam integrar 

fatores influentes na condução como trabalho futuro. Nesta dissertação os 

conceitos do trabalho relacionado são integrados assim como fontes de dados 

heterogénias com informação sobre o contexto. Foi também feito um estudo 

sobre diferentes paradigmas de bases de dados, onde foram estudados os 

principais paradigmas NoSQL, os seus casos de uso e as sua principais 

implementações. Esta dissertação tem como objetivo propor o desenho e a 

implementação de uma infraestrutura para análise de tráfego e comportamento 

de condutores a partir de dados sobre trajetórias obtidos de viaturas em 

circulação. Para a prova de conceito, foram efetuados dois casos de estudo com 

dados extraidos de duas fontes distintas. Um conjunto de ferramentas de 

extração, transformação e carregamento de dados foi criado para alimentar os 

data marts desenvolvidos. Ferramentas de visualização foram usadas de modo 

a poder fazer uma análise visual através de gráficos para as medidas agregadas 

e software sistemas de informação geográficos para os detalhes espaciais. Esta 

infraestrutura foi desenhada de modo a poder ser adaptada para diferentes 

casos de uso da área, desde gestão de transportes públicos até seguros com 

base em comportamento. Os resultados obtidos permitem estudar o 

comportamento dos condutores de modo a obter conhecimento nesta área e 

possivelmente melhorar o tráfego ou a experiência de condução.  
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abstract 

 

 

The work in this dissertation can be seen as a traffic decision support system. It 

was motivated for the smart cities project which transportation are a major area. 

With the technology evolution on vehicles it is possible to gather even more 

information about vehicles in a real scenario, this allows to perform a more 

detailed analysis about traffic and drivers’ behavior. The research done about 

related work in this area showed that a lot of the analysis performed did not have 

into consideration the context, some of this studies even proposed to integrate 

factors that influence the driving experience in the future. In this dissertation the 

concepts of the related work are integrated as well as heterogeneous data 

sources with context information. It was also performed a study about different 

database paradigms, in which were studied the most relevant NoSQL paradigms, 

their use cases and most used implementations. This dissertation proposes the 

design and implementation of a framework for traffic data analysis and drivers’ 

behavior based on trajectory data gathered from moving vehicles. For the proof 

of concept, it was performed two different case studies with data extracted from 

two distinct datasets with vehicles trajectories. A set of tools was developed to 

extract, transform and load data to the data marts developed. Visualization tools 

were used in order to perform a visual analysis through charts for aggregate 

measures and GIS software for the geospatial details. This framework was 

designed to be adaptable for different application scenarios involving moving 

vehicles, from public transportation management to behavior based insurance. 

The achieved results allows the study of traffic and drivers’ behavior in order to 

obtain knowledge in this area and possibly improve traffic management or the 

driving experience. 
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1. Introduction 

A smart city relies on information and communication technologies (ICT) to improve 

quality and performance of urban services for the benefit of its inhabitants and 

businesses [1]. An important component of smart cities is the transportation network, which 

plays an essential role to address urbanization, sustainability, and mobility issues. Cities 

often face challenges related to transportation such as, traffic congestion, accidents and 

poor use of infrastructures. There is a need to develop better management systems to 

improve transportation services, regarding both safety and sustainability. 

Modern transportation heavily relies on ICT, allowing vehicle-to-vehicle as well as 

vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. Another way to gather data from vehicles is from 

embedded sensors in smartphones, like GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope, among others [2]. 

Data can be collected from not only the vehicles and the users, but also from different 

sources that play a role in transportation, such as time, weather or infrastructure itself. This 

allows the development of new mobility solutions that can improve drivers’ experience, 

efficiency and safety. For example, the traffic lights system until recently were basically 

controlled by operators that adjust the lights timing according to the needs, relying on video 

feed. Only experienced operators can perform this task effectively, especially when a big 

event occurs, leading to more traffic and congestion. Analytic tools for traffic are currently 

being used to help the operators, possible leading to a future autonomous system that 

adjust the lights on its own [3]. This not only helps the operators but also optimizes the 

transportation services. 

The private sector could also benefit from data retrieved from vehicles and other sources 

that influence the traffic. A commercial truck business can use vehicle-to-infrastructure 

communication to improve productivity and safety. For example, helping drivers to avoid 

traffic congestion and monitoring driver activity to make sure they take scheduled breaks 

[4]. A business that takes a more complex approach to ICT in transportation are insurance 

companies. Behavior based insurance focusing upon driving is often called telematics. The 

idea of telematics auto insurance is that a drivers’ behavior is monitored directly while the 

person drives and this information is transmitted to an insurance company. The risk can 

then be calculated by the insurance company and insurance premiums are charged 

accordingly [5].  

It is possible to conclude that gathering data that influences the traffic and drivers’ 

behavior, it is not only possible but extremely useful. A system could be developed to gather 

the different factors that influence driver behavior and how traffic is managed. This system 
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should integrate the different data sources and determine what factors and how big is their 

impact in the driving experience. Correlating the data would allow to take conclusions and 

help with the decision making process, this way improving the urban services or a 

transportation field business. 

1.1 Problem Identification 

Analyzing traffic and drivers’ behavior from trajectory data is an area that only started to 

be more intensely researched since 2005 [6]. When dealing with drivers in real world 

scenarios, there are so many variables that influence driving, that analyzing drivers’ 

behavior can be problematic. The same driver can act differently while driving a sports car 

or a slower car, or drive recklessly in the weekend and have a cautious style all week. The 

data gathered from vehicles is often incomplete, contains errors and can have higher 

sampling periods than desired. Data must first be selected and treated in order to normalize 

it. This is especially important when gathering data from different sources.  

In order to analyze traffic and drivers’ behavior, several different sources can be used 

and in general combing them leads to more precise results. GPS and smartphones can be 

used to track the trajectory of a vehicle as well as speed, braking force, acceleration, etc. 

Combining that information with other factors that influence the driving behavior, like 

weather, time of the day or the vehicle specifications allows to make some conclusions. 

More information, like driver details and relationships can be correlated in order to give more 

meaningful analysis. 

All this data leads to problems regarding an efficient way for storage and accessing. 

NoSQL databases were designed to scale well and are divided in different categories, each 

one has its positive and negative aspects. Different database paradigms were designed for 

different use cases, therefore, to store data in an optimal way, choosing which data goes to 

what NoSQL paradigm is an important detail. 

Analyzing traffic data and drivers’ behavior is an area that often combines data mining 

with statistical analysis and obtaining precise results depends largely on data quality. There 

is work done in this area already being applied in real world scenarios, such as, the behavior 

based insurance or the Netherlands national data warehouse. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main goal of this work is to develop a framework that allows a visual analysis of 

traffic and drivers’ behavior. In order to perform that analysis, first a set of measures is 

calculated from the raw data about trajectories of moving vehicles and other relevant data 

about trips. These measures would then be compared in different scenarios, such as 
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“weekday vs weekend”, “sports cars vs. commercial vehicles”, “sunny vs. rainy” and other 

cases. The end product should allow to answer questions like “Which drivers drive faster at 

night?”, “Does a family/co-workers drive in the same fashion?”, “In what crossroad do 

drivers make more stops?” or “Do females make more stops than males?” 

As a secondary goal it was proposed to perform a study on several database paradigms, 

which have emerged during the last years to address new storage and processing needs. 

Among them the columnar, document, key-value and graph NoSQL paradigms. It was also 

proposed, if it was fitting, to use the different paradigms in the framework in order to take 

advantage of each of the paradigms use cases. 

1.3 Technologies used 

MongoDB1 as well as PostgreSQL2 are used to store the raw data previous to the 

processing. The data mart was built in PostgreSQL combined with the PostGIS3 extension 

that adds geospatial support to PostgreSQL, this support was the main reason for the use 

of this specific database management system. MongoDB was used, due to being the most 

used document database, to store JSON documents retrieved from online APIs. 

Several tools for the extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) process were 

developed in JAVA using the Netbeans IDE4 as well as several SQL functions. Scripts to 

deploy the data mart using bash and UNIX commands automatize the deployment process. 

For the visualization of the statistics two tools were used, QGIS5, a geographic 

information system software used to visualize the geospatial data and dashbuilder6, a 

dashboard web application used to build a dashboard with interactive charts. 

1.4 Contribution 

This project provides a flexible framework to analyze traffic and drivers’ behavior. The 

concept was proven with two different data marts populated from two distinct datasets and 

the results allow to make conclusions about traffic and driver behavior. In this project most 

of the measures are extracted from the trajectories and it is possible to visualize where 

                                                

1 “MongoDB” https://www.mongodb.org [Accessed: 2015-11-18] 

2 “PostgreSQL: The world’s most advanced open source database.” http://www.postgresql.org  

[Accessed: 2015-11-18] 

3 “Postgis: Spatial and Geographic objects for PostgreSQL” http://postgis.net [Accessed: 2015-11-18] 

4 “NetBeans IDE” https://netbeans.org [Accessed: 2015-11-18] 

5 “Welcome to the QGIS project” http://www.qgis.org/en/site/ [Accessed: 2015-11-18] 

6 “Dashbuilder” http://www.dashbuilder.org/. [Accessed: 2015-11-18] 
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events occur. This geospatial component allows to analyze, for example, what are the 

locations where cars stop, which can indicate points of interest.  

The data warehouse developed for this framework is not fully implemented, it was 

created as part of the problem’s solution and the ETL tools created only allow for the initial 

import of data. The data warehouse design in this dissertation consisted in the requirement 

gathering, data modeling, ETL process for the initial import, query optimization and result 

visualization. It was given less emphasis on the subsequent updates, dealing with slow 

changing dimensions, data warehouse maintenance and a robust quality assurance 

process to validate the results with tests. 

This document also describes the different database paradigms studied and how they 

can be applied in the framework. The cases of use for each paradigm were selected with 

the goal of highlighting their main characteristics.  

1.5 Structure 

This document is organized into seven chapters: 

Chapter 1 – Introduction: In this first chapter, the topic of the dissertation is put into 

context, as well as what were the motivation, goals, technologies used and contribution. 

Chapter 2 – Related work: The work already done with traffic data as well as the factors 

that influence drivers’ behavior and how it is analyzed are discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 – Background: In this first chapter, the theoretical concepts in which the work 

was based upon are introduced. Existing tools and techniques are also approached in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 – Framework: The requirements and specificities of the framework are 

presented as well as the final design. Each of the framework’s component is explained in 

detail. 

Chapter 5 – Proof of concept: The two case studies of this project are presented and 

discussed as well as the tools created, deployment and performance. 

Chapter 6 – Results: Presentation and discussion of the analysis performed over the 

two case studies. Two forms of results are presented, a dashboard with charts with traffic 

measures and meaningful geospatial points in GIS software. 

Chapter 7 - Conclusion: Discussion about the work in this dissertation, a conclusion is 

presented about the framework’s design, implementation, results as well as the future work 

necessary to improve the framework and its implementation. 
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2 Related Work 

This chapter presents some of the work done with traffic data. In section 2.1 several 

papers and projects about traffic data warehouses are approached. In section 2.2, traffic 

data mining is explained, as well as some papers that cover how data mining can be used 

to extract driver behavior patterns. Finally, in section 2.3, several use cases for how the 

extraction of driver behavior patterns can be useful. 

2.1 Traffic data warehouse 

Data warehouses contain historical data and allow to filter measures based on 

dimensions. When applying this idea to traffic data, the implementations vary but some key 

points are the same. Based on the research done [7], [8], [9], [10], every traffic data 

warehouse has a spatial and a temporal dimension. Different factors affect driving behavior, 

but due to the nature of the data itself, the location and the time are essential. In this section, 

first the requirements and the applications of such repository are explored based on a 

nationwide data warehouse study, then a more detailed view of how to build a trajectory 

data warehouse is approached. 

 

Netherlands national data warehouse 

In the Netherlands, a national wide data warehouse (NDW) is being developed. This 

allows to gather and store all available traffic data in one place. The national government 

and provincial, city and municipal authorities are all involved in the NDW, making a total of 

19 partners to date. The goal is to apply the right data to obtain optimal traffic management 

and to provide road users with the best possible information resulting in less congestion, 

lower emissions of CO2 and other pollutants, and improved safety [7].  

In 2008 (early stages of the NDW) a paper was released about the Netherlands NDW. 

That paper investigated the requirements that a traffic repository should satisfy, namely the 

accuracy and reliability of information, which depend on the spatial location and aggregation 

time. These elements were quantified, showing its strong effect in a good estimation and 

prediction of travel times and network states [7]. 

In order to improve the utilization of the existing road infrastructure, a vast knowledge 

of both current and historic traffic situation is needed. This knowledge can be obtained 

through an integrated, accurate and accessible repository based on five measures [7]: 

1) Fill the blank areas, where traffic is currently unobserved or unpredicted; 

2) Agree on the format and the quality of the data from all parties involved; 

3) organize the quality control of the structured information system; 
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4) Act as mediator between the many road authorities, institutions and information 

service providers by providing strict rules for collaboration and 

5) Contribute to a clear division between traffic management and information. 

To secure that the data in the NDW is accurate, some standards of quality were applied. 

The raw data should have satisfactory levels of availability, accuracy, timeliness and 

reliability, if not then they should be brought to the desired level. Inconsistencies and 

ambiguities in the data should be removed and then converted to same units to provide 

consistency. Two factors typically influence the quality of data and accuracy of traffic flow 

estimation and prediction: 1) the updating time at which new information is sent to the 

information service provider and elaborated for distribution to the road users and 2) the 

spatial distance between data collection points. The updating time can be subdivided into 

four elements [7]: 

 Granularity, the interval of time in which information data is aggregated. 

 Delivery time, the time that takes to aggregate the data and deliver it to the 

service provider 

 Data processing time, the time to transform the data from the NDW into useful 

information to the driver. 

 Operational time, time needed to feed the information system with new updates. 

The NDW was designed to have a granularity as fine as one minute. The aggregated 

data is then delivered to service providers (e.g. traffic authorities, traffic information 

providers, etc.). It is then responsibility of service providers to process and enhance the 

data, and to make it available to the road users (via, e.g., internet, radio, television, sms, 

etc.). Private information providers, such as navigation systems, can also receive the 

information in the NDW to improve their services [7]. 

Data in NDW is gathered in two ways: 1) Public service providers and municipalities 

deliver aggregated measures like traffic average speeds and intensities, gathered via road 

sensors, like double loop detectors. 2) Travel times (via, e.g., camera detection systems) is 

obtained by external traffic data providers. NDW also collects sporadic data such as road 

works; road blockages; events (festivals, football matches, etc.); this allows to be better 

manage the traffic [7]. 

Now, in 2016, the NDW is fully functional and gathers data mainly from Amsterdam, 

Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. The goal now is to cover more urban areas, expanding 

it nationwide. 
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Trajectory data warehouse 

Trajectory data warehouses are relatively new and intersect with the study fields of 

moving object databases and spatial data warehouses. In [10] a framework for modeling a 

trajectory data warehouse and visual OLAP is presented. The goal of such data warehouse 

is to store aggregate information about trajectories of moving objects. The data warehouse 

model includes both temporal and spatial dimensions and it stands out for its flexibility being 

able to deal with different application scenarios [10]. 

In this paper two application scenarios are approached, in the first one, vessels sailing 

in the sea, vehicles move freely, in the second one, cars moving in a road network, the 

movement is constricted to a network. For the first application scenario, a dataset with 

63000 trajectories of 270 different fishing boats was used in combination with another 

dataset with each of the boats sales records, containing quantity and species of the fish 

sold. Environmental scientists are concerned with the fishing exploitation, and the 

distribution of the species on the sea, they wanted answers to the questions: “How are 

species distributed on the sea?” “Which are the most exploited zones?” “Which are the 

zones with the highest amount of catches/fishing effort ratio?” [10]. 

For the second scenario, a private dataset was used with approximately 200000 

trajectories of 17000 cars moving during a week period in the city of Milan in Italy. An 

example of a user for this scenario is a city manager that uses the trajectory data warehouse 

to analyze the traffic. Some possible queries are: “Which is the number of buses per hour 

in the morning of a given day in the neighborhoods of a given district? Show its temporal 

evolution using a temporal granularity of half an hour”, or “From which district does a great 

number of cars leave in the morning? And at what hour? Is there a flow exiting/entering the 

town? Which are the main differences in the traffic between the working days and the week-

end?” [10]. 

For the conceptual model the spatial dimensions is partitioned into square areas in the 

vessel scenarios and road segments in the road traffic scenarios. Aggregate measures 

concerning quantitative aspects of trajectories are stored in the fact tables. The dimensions 

have hierarchies, the temporal dimension has a minute as the minimal granularity, the 

minutes are grouped into hours days, months and years but also into larger minute intervals 

up to 10000 minutes. The Spatial dimension is grouped into grid cell from 500mx500m to 

10Kmx10Km in the vessel scenario. In the road traffic scenario the road segment is the 

smallest unit, this segment belongs simultaneously to a road, a district and to a grid cell. 

The districts are grouped hierarchy into zones, provinces, regions and countries and the 

cells are grouped into larger cells up to 5Kmx5Km [10]. 
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In the model there are two fact tables, one for intra-granule facts and another for inter-

granule facts. The measures are extracted from the trajectories, the inter-granule fact table 

has a single measure, cross (number of time the border of a granule is crossed), and the 

intra-granule fact table has the following measures: 

 Visits: the number of visits to a particular granule 

 Start: the number of trajectories starting in a granule 

 End: the number of trajectories ending in a granule 

 Distance:  travelled distance by the trajectories in the granule 

 Travel time: time of the trajectories inside the granule 

 Average speed quotient of the two previous measures 

The map-based Visual OLAP interface allows for multidimensional and interactive 

analysis, it integrates OLAP tools with visual analytics. A rich visualization is very important 

to perform an analysis in order to obtain knowledge. 

It is expected in the future of this trajectory data warehouse project to add new complex 

measures such as frequent patterns and representative trajectories. Another evolution 

projected is the handling of semantically annotated trajectories [10]. 

2.2 Traffic data mining 

Data mining consists in the search for patterns and relationships from the data in order 

to obtain knowledge. The data mining process is done by applying usually more than one 

algorithm to large amounts of data. The choice of the algorithms depends a lot on the type 

of data involved and the line of business [11]. There are several studies and different 

approaches to data mining in the traffic area. Some are based in control tests while others 

focus more on real traffic data. In this section a broad perspective about traffic data mining 

is given, focusing on the dataset, methods, tools, results and conclusions. 

 

Mining field operational tests 

SCORE@F is a pilot project for the design of cooperative systems regarding 

communication among vehicles as well as infrastructure know as car-to-X communications. 

As part of this project, a field operational test (FOT) which took place in June 2013 near 

Grenoble (a city in south of France) was performed. In this study, 30 different drivers drove 

for one hour while being presented on-board messages on an IPad integrated on the 

dashboard. Sensors were placed on the pedals in order to gather data for later extraction 

of driver behavior to the messages [12]. 
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After collecting the data, the first step was to cleanse it to identify relevant points of 

interest. Then using data visualization tools like GPS tracks and boxplots the dataset was 

explored.  A state sequence analysis was performed, this was done by converting the data 

into qualitative coding (i.e. throttle actuation translates into "strong actuation", "slight 

actuation", etc.), giving an easier representation of driver behaviors. Finally, behavior 

patterns were mined using the R language and the ad hoc TraMiner library. This library was 

used because of its efficient mining algorithm implementation and its off-the-shelf results 

visualization tools [12]. 

The drivers change event sequences were mined when displaying the message 

“Warning: speed limit”. An event sequence was established to have a maximum of three 

events with a 500ms interval between them. It was concluded that after the display of the 

message the subsequence “(“message”)-(“throttle slight release”)” occurred in 47% of the 

cases and “(“message”)-(“throttle slight release”)-(“throttle slight release”)” in 43% of the 

cases [12]. 

Only a proof of concept was shown in this paper. The future objective of this study is to 

identify distinctive behaviors among subgroups of the whole population. Two approaches 

are thought to categorize the population in future work: 1) using qualitative knowledge about 

drivers (age, sex...); 2) inferring behavioral subgroups from the data. The latter was 

explored through several statistical approaches such as usual clustering methods or 

longitudinal studies [12]. 

 

Driving style analysis using data mining techniques 

In 2014 there were reported more than a hundred thousand accidents just in Portugal, 

resulting in 480 deaths [13]. This makes road safety one of the biggest priorities for both 

car manufactures and road authorities across the world [14]. 

In 2010 a paper was published which investigated the personal driving style of various 

vehicle drivers based on several driving parameters. This was then used to classify the 

drivers according to what is risky behaviors on the road. For this study, real data about 

urban traffic was used. The raw data, consisting in GPS positions, timestamp and speed, 

was obtained from tracking device in real time, using GPRS and Internet as communication 

media. The sampling time period was one second. Longitudinal acceleration and 

mechanical work, the energy required to increase speed over time, was calculate from 

speed. Data collected from 23 drivers + 2 control test drivers, with an average of 9 tracks 

per driver over 2 to 5 working days in Bucharest. One of the controls was very aggressive 

and the other conservative [14]. 
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The driving parameters used to extract the drivers style were [14]: 

 Speed over 60 km/h 

 Speed (mean and standard deviation) 

 Acceleration (mean and standard deviation) 

 Positive acceleration (mean and standard deviation) 

 Breaking (mean and standard deviation) 

 Mechanical work 

For the analysis two methods were used, Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and 

Principal component analysis (PCA). HCA classifies the drivers according to some variables 

so that homogeneity within and heterogeneity among groups are obtained. PCA linearly 

transforms the original variables, and thus composes as new set of independent variables, 

which can be used to identify the important variables that explain sample grouping [14]. 

The drivers were divided in 6 clusters based in similarity of parameters. Through PCA 

3 major components were obtained, these were then rotated to obtain 3 more components. 

The first principal component (PC) had a good relation to all acceleration, braking and 

mechanical work related variables. The second PC had positive correlation to the speed-

related variables. The third PC had correlations only to the acceleration and braking. The 

first two rotated components (RC) correlated with acceleration and braking respectively and 

the third RC had a very good correlation with the speed variables [14]. 

 

Component Values Interpretation (driving style) Clusters 

PC1 (63.5%) 

Very small (< -5) 

Small (-5 < -1) 

Between (-1 < 1) 

Large (1 < 5) 

Very large (> 5) 

Non-aggressive 

Somewhat non-aggressive 

Neutral 

Moderately aggressive 

Very aggressive 

2 

1 

4 5 

3 

6 

PC2 (21.0%) 
Negative 

Positive 

Low-moderate speed 

Tendency to high speed 

1 2 3 4 5 

2 5 6 

RC1 (34%) 

Very small (< -2) 

Between (-1 < 1) 

Large (>1) 

Lower acceleration usage 

Moderate acceleration usage 

Higher acceleration usage 

2 5 

1 2 3 5 

4 6  

RC2 (29%) 

Very small (< -1.5) 

Between (-1.5 < 1) 

Large (>1) 

Smooth braking 

Moderate braking 

Sudden braking 

1 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 6 

RC3 (29%) 

Small (< -1) 

Between (-1 < 1) 

Large (>1) 

Tendency to lower speed 

Moderate speed 

Tendency to high speed 

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5 

5 6 
 

Table 2.1- Interpretation by participal component, adapted from [14] 
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Each component was interpreted and categorized, this way providing 4 measures 

(aggressiveness, speed, acceleration, breaking) each divided into different levels for the 

clusters. 

 

Cluster Test 
Aggressivity 

(PC1) 
Speed 

(PC2,RC3) 
Accelerating 

(RC1) 
Braking (RC2) 

1  Moderately low Low-Moderate Moderate Smooth-Moderate 

2 D94 Very low Low-Moderate Low-Moderate Smooth-Moderate 

3  Moderately high Moderate Moderate Sudden 

4  Neutral Moderate High Moderate 

5  Neutral Moderate-High Low-Moderate Moderate-Sudden 

6 D91 High High High Sudden 
 

Table 2.2 - Interpretation of the Clusters, adapted from [14] 

The results show that, for each component, most clusters are in middle range of each 

component, as it can be seen in Table 2.1. This is expected since the dataset used was 

real traffic data. In Table 2.2 it is possible to see the interpretation of each cluster in the 4 

different measures [14]. 

These results allow to extract the style of each cluster of drivers, but lack information 

about the conditions that lead to such styles. Many factors affect driving style, some 

environmental like weather, road condition, day/night and others. Drivers’ condition (upset, 

ill, tired, sleepless…) and drivers’ characteristics (gender, age, experience, attitude) but 

none of these were taken into account. In order to extract a correlation between drivers with 

the same style such factors must be considered, this would allow to answer question like 

“What is the age group with more aggressive drive style?” [14]. 

 

Inferring driving behavior through trajectory analysis 

Another way of extraction driver behavior patterns is through trajectories analysis. In 

Brazil, a study was made with the intention of observing abnormal behaviors of individual 

trajectories of drivers. The dataset used in this study consisted of 33 real trajectories of cars 

collected in the city of Florianopolis, Brazil with a sampling time of 1 second [15]. 

The properties analyzed to classify the driver in levels of danger were abrupt 

movements including acceleration, deceleration and curves. First it was necessary to define 

what this concepts stand for [15]: 
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 Abrupt acceleration. If the acceleration from point A to point B is greater than the 

minimum defined threshold (minA), then it is considered abrupt. 

 Abrupt deceleration. If the deceleration from point A to point B is greater than 

the minimum defined threshold (minD), then it is considered abrupt. 

 Abrupt direction change. If the centripetal acceleration is greater than the 

minimum defined threshold (minC), then it is considered abrupt. 

 Abrupt movement. A trajectory has abrupt movements when it has at least one 

of the above. 

Based on the quantity of abrupt movements in a trajectory, four categories of drivers 

were created: Careful driver, no abrupt movements at all; Distracted drivers, abrupt 

movements at places likely to have abrupt movements (e.g. traffic light); Dangerous drivers, 

several abrupt movements; Very dangerous drivers, abrupt movements with speed limit 

above the legally allowed [15]. 

A two-step algorithm was then created, first it detects abrupt movements in a single 

trajectory, and then it classifies the drivers according to the level of danger. In the algorithm 

developed, at least three consecutive points must have an abrupt change in order to be 

considered as an abrupt movement. If two points were sufficient for capturing abrupt 

movements, then noise could be introduced. If four or more points were needed, then the 

movement might not have been captured. This also means that if the sampling period was 

too high, 30 seconds for example, it would be impossible to extract correctly abrupt 

movements [15]. 

In order to classify the drivers according to the level of danger, three input parameters 

are necessary. The list of abrupt movements, previously filled in step one of the algorithm, 

the set of streets and a list with the geolocalization of all anomalies. Each abrupt movement 

localization in a trajectory is compared with the list of anomalies to check if they overlap, a 

10 meters radius was used for this purpose. Thereafter the speed of which the abrupt 

movement was performed is compared with the legal speed limit of the street. According to 

the number, overlaps and speed of the anomalies a level of danger is assigned to the 

driver [15]. 

Five experiments were done, each with different thresholds, starting with small values 

and increasing until almost no anomalies were found. The results of the experiments can 

be seen in Table 2.3 [15]. 
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Table 2.3 - Experimental results for 5 sets of thresholds, adapted from [15] 

Another layer of visualization used were maps, with black dots representing the 

anomalies. This allowed to see what streets were more prone to anomalies, as well as what 

were the more dangerous trajectories. This information could then be used to help making 

better decisions, safety wise, of which streets should be used [15].  

 

Naturalistic driving analysis 

The LIVIC (Laboratory for Vehicle-Infrastructure-Driver) research department with 

cooperation of the PRiSM (Parallélisme, Réseaux, Systèmes, Modélisation) Laboratory on 

France are working to analyze driver behavior in a natural situation. Naturalist driving 

consists in collecting a large amount of data from a large number of drivers over an 

extended period of time in natural situation makes possible to lead in-depth behavior and 

epidemiological analysis [9]. 

The DIRCO data logger developed by LIVIC, was designed to be embedded into a 

vehicle and allow to analyze driver behavior and driving risk as well as diagnose 

infrastructure. The DIRCO works in a standalone mode, it activates automatically after the 

vehicle starts and deactivates itself after the vehicle is turned off. Each trip creates a set of 

records containing geolocalized variables with a timestamp [9]. 

An extended DBMS was developed to handle spatiotemporal data, allowing to analyze 

the continuous evolution of the variables over space and time. Oracle 11g EE was used as 

a database server, over this, three main types were defined and several functions 

implemented. A spatiotemporal type that models the movement of the vehicle, and two other 

types for modeling sensor values, one provides a temporal view and the other a spatial 

view [9]. 
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At the time of the paper release, the database system was only partially implemented. 

To test the system, a dataset from the LAVIA project was used, the dataset consisted in 

eight trips of around 45 minutes and with 47 km of length. The environmental conditions 

were similar for each trip. Only two drivers were used, each performing the same trip four 

times. Each of the four trips corresponded to a different driving style: normal, nervous, 

economical and LAVIA. For a normal driver, no specific recommendations were given to the 

driver. For a nervous style, the driver should drive like when he is rushing and consider the 

time factor as a priority. The economical style, drivers should maintain a constant speed 

and drive in high gear and avoid strong accelerations and decelerations. The LAVIA style, 

corresponded to a normal style with the LAVIA system enabled. The LAVIA system, limits 

the speed of the vehicle to the legally allowed [9]. 

Each trip is loaded in the database in form of the following table: 

 

The g_ prefix corresponds to the spatial component of the variable, while the t_ prefix 

corresponds to the temporal component. 

To test the system the following eight queries were performed: 

Q1. “What are the practice speed and the legal speed for a given trip (e.g. economical 

drive) and a given route?” 

Q2. “Compare the practice speed for a LAVIA drive and a normal drive with the speed 

limit for a given route.” 

Q3. “How many times did the driver brake for a given trip?” 

Q4. “What is the average fuel consumption for a given trip?” 

Q5. “Where does the practice speed exceed the speed limit for a given LAVIA trip?” 

Q6. “Where does the practice speed exceed with five percent the legal speed for a given 

LAVIA trip?” 

Q7. “What is the percentage of the time passed above the speed limit for a given trip?” 

Q8. “What is the percentage of the trip length passed above the speed limit for a LAVIA 

trip?” 

It was concluded in Q1 and Q2 that the LAVIA speed profile is very similar to the speed 

limit, while the normal speed profile usually exceeded low speed limits (50 and 70 km/h) but 
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obeyed the higher ones (130 km/h). In Q3, the number of brakes for a trip was higher when 

a nervous style was used and lower in the economical while both normal and LAVIA ranged 

in the middle. The fuel consumption, Q4, was higher when nervous and LAVIA when 

comparing to the other styles. The results for the queries Q5 and Q6 where displayed in a 

map, with the LAVIA system, the vehicle speed is mostly close to the speed limit, exceeding 

it with a very small margin. While driving with the LAVIA system, only around 7% of the time 

was spent over the speed limit over 5% (Q7), which corresponds to 9% of the distance 

(Q8) [9]. 

2.3 Driver behavior applications 

Until now, it was discussed how to store traffic data, for later extraction of information 

about traffic or driver behavior. In this section, it is seen how this information can be applied 

to insurance businesses, route suggestion systems or to improve traffic management and 

safety. These are only the most common examples, with the growth of the Internet of 

Things, providing better connectivity between vehicles and infrastructures, the possibilities 

are endless.  

2.3.1 Behavior based insurance 

Behavior based insurance focusing upon driving is often called telematics. The idea of 

telematics auto insurance is that a drivers’ behavior is monitored directly while the person 

drives and this information is transmitted to an insurance company. The risk can then be 

calculated by the insurance company and insurance premiums are charged accordingly [5]. 

This concept was invented and patented by the Progressive insurance company in U.S. 

[16] and by the Spanish inventor, Salvador Minguijon Perez, in Europe [17].  

 

Perez patent 

The Perez patent, claims “a method of assessing risk of motor vehicles as basis for the 

calculation of insurance premiums by an insurance company”. This is done by equipping 

the vehicle with a computer and a data transmission device. Both speed sensors and 

accelerometers, that acquire data in all three dimension, are to be used. The information is 

analyzed in conjunction with data obtained from internal clock and calendar function, as well 

as with duration of the trips. This data is then transmitted wirelessly. The data exchange 

between the information system of the vehicle and an external system takes place in gas 

station, service station and the like. The patent also claims that at least one of 12 types of 

data can be acquired to access risk, this include: distance from the vehicle in front, traffic 
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congestion, weather data and car specifications. Breath and reflex tests can also be 

used [17]. 

The devices patented, allow a two-way communication between the information system 

of the vehicle and the driver, so that the information system can warn the driver of identified 

dangers and the driver can supply the information system with data in respect to his 

identity [17]. 

Both Allianz Telematics and Progressive Casualty Insurance Company have referenced 

these patents in their own similar patents [17]. 

 

US Patent 

The Progressive patent, is very similar to the Perez patent. It claims a method for 

determining a cost of insurance based upon monitoring, recording and communicating data 

of driver behavior. This cost is adjustable by relating the driver behavior with predetermined 

safety standards [16]. 

The main difference between the two patents is the data collected. In the Progressive 

patent, both drivers and vehicles data are collected. From the driver the number of minutes 

drove is acquired in a geospatial way in order to access risk by location and time. The use 

of safety belts, turn signals, the number of sudden accelerations and declarations are some 

of the other data collected from the driver. From the vehicle parking location during work 

hours and night time are used and compared with locations of theft [16]. 

This patent has been referenced by more than 500 other patents [16].  

 

2.3.2 Route suggestion 

Route suggestions saves time and fuel, given that a lot of it is spent in traffic jams. 

Google and Bing Maps can give time efficient directions and alternatives to reduce costs 

with tolls and avoid highways. Although this system are very efficient and widely used, they 

do not take into account the traffic state [18]. 

Taxi drivers are experienced drivers, and based on their knowledge can find fast routes, 

avoiding traffic in rush hours and poor infrastructure conditions. Taking advantage of the 

fact that taxis have been embedded with GPS sensors for the sake of security and 

management, a cloud-based driving directions service was proposed. In [19], smart driving 

suggestions are mined from GPS trajectories of taxis. Given an origin, destination and 

departure time, the faster route is suggested based on the intelligence mined. Since the taxi 

trajectories are updated frequently, the suggested routes are the best at the time being [18]. 
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It is stated that real-time traffic analysis are a more agile system, because they can 

handle better unforeseen events, like accidents. Furthermore, the cost of real-time traffic 

analysis is much higher [18]. 

The system architecture is composed by three components: trajectory preprocessing, 

landmark graph construction, and route computing. In the first component, GPS trajectories 

are first segmented into effective trips, and then matched against the road network. For the 

landmark graph construction, weekday trajectories are separated from the weekend ones, 

and landmark graphs are built for both. Finally for the route computing, given a query with 

origin, destination and departure time, a routing algorithm is applied to find the fastest route. 

For estimation of time travel, a clustering algorithm was used, it was concluded, as 

expected, that time of the day had a big impact on the time estimative [18]. 

The dataset used consisted of trajectories generated by over 33000 taxis over a period 

of 3 moths in Beijing. The average sampling interval was 3.1 minutes and the average 

distance between two consecutive points averaged 600 meters [18]. 

The results obtained for the method described were shown to have a better relation 

efficiency/effectiveness than both constraint-based and real-time-traffic-based methods. 

Given over 5 taxis in a region of 1 km² more than 60% of the routes are faster than that of 

the speed-constraint-based approach, and 50% of these routes are at least 20% faster than 

the latter. On average, this method can save 16% of time for a trip [18]. 

Logically if many people take the recommended route, it can become crowded, but this 

common problem of path finding and is also present in alternative methods. The future work 

of this method, consists in using load balance strategies to minimize that problem [18]. 

 

2.3.3 Vehicle networking 

Veniam is a startup created in 2012 by Susana Sargento and João Barros, researchers 

and professors at University of Aveiro and Oporto, which aims to turn vehicles into Wi-Fi 

hotspots and build city-scale vehicular networks that collect terabytes of urban data. In 2013 

this startup created, in Oporto, the world's largest network of connected vehicles for Smart 

Cities with more than 600 vehicles, including entire public bus fleet, taxis and municipal 

service vehicles and providing Wi-Fi access to more than 260000 unique users. All the 

hardware, software and cloud components were developed by Veniam and allows to 

expand Wi-Fi signal in a cost effective way, as well as collect urban data in order to improve 

quality of life in the city [20]. 

Veniam developed a multi-network On-Board Unit (OBU) equipped with Wi-

Fi/DSRC/cellular interfaces, called NetRider. This unit is able to turn the vehicles into 
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hotspots providing internet access to passengers and other people near the vehicles. The 

NetRider Access Point (AP), also developed by Veniam, allows connectivity between the 

vehicles and the wired infrastructure of network provider, thus connecting them to the cloud. 

This allows Oporto to gather terabytes of urban data from the city to the cloud. The data is 

generated by numerous sources, from in-vehicle sensors to the on board diagnosis 

interface, as well as, external units spread over the city. Veniam also provides Over-The-

Air (OTA) updates that allow to improve the software remotely [20].  

The deployment of Veniam’s solution in Oporto brought many benefits. The 

communication between vehicles and infrastructures allowed to improve traffic 

management, reduce carbon emissions and reduce accident rates. Using sensors it is 

possible send to the cloud data about driving patterns, vehicle conditions and environment 

insights that can be analyzed for the benefit of drivers and companies. These benefits along 

with the expanse of Wi-Fi signal in the city, allowed Oporto to reduce costs and improve life 

quality, making it a better city to live [20]. 

2.4 Summary 

Having a better understanding of how drivers behave, makes traffic management and 

safety, an easier problem to tackle [7]. The Netherlands national data warehouse, as it was 

discussed previously, was developed to improve safety and traffic management.  

The need for an objective method to extract driver behavior from real traffic data is 

mentioned in some studies. These studies have tried to determine driving styles, defined 

as “the way of thinking for daily driving”, based on questionnaire surveys [21][22]. 

In [15] driver behavior was extracted from trajectory analysis. This allowed not only to 

classify drivers according to the danger they represent, but also to identify dangerous 

trajectories and intersections.  

In [14] based on real traffic data, and using data mining techniques, it was shown to be 

possible to extract personal driving style of various vehicle drivers. Binding the results 

obtained in [14] with information about driver individual characteristics, traffic context and 

driving environment would allow to find correlations. These correlations could give the 

knowledge necessary to help improving safety and traffic management. 

In [20] it was seen how a vehicle network can improve life quality and efficiency within 

a city by turning vehicles into hotspots. This allows to expand Wi-Fi signal, collect data from 

vehicles and send it to the cloud when an analysis can be performed thus obtaining better 

understanding of how drivers behave in their daily life. 
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These works shown, that data from cities of even a whole country, can be stored in a 

data warehouse [7]. These data can then be analyzed in a variety of ways, from trajectory 

analysis [15] to statistical analysis [14] in order to extract drivers behavior patterns. Applying 

the knowledge obtained from that to improving safety and traffic management, is a task for 

specialized road authorities [7]. 

In 2016, big names of the automobile and technology industry such as Ford, Microsoft, 

Cisco, Lochbridge and CSA shared experiences and their work in mobile networks. This is 

one of the many events of TU-Automotive, a company that gathers professionals in areas 

such as telematics, big data and mobility to tackle the issues of connected vehicles [23].  
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3 Technological Background 

This chapter presents context and necessary information for many topics referred in this 

dissertation. The framework developed can be considered to be a subset of a business 

intelligence system but applied for traffic because it allows to perform a visual analysis 

based on unprocessed trajectory data.  

In section 3.1 the business intelligence concept and general architecture is presented. 

Then each of its layers is presented in more detail, starting with the data sources in section 

3.2 where different database paradigm are explained. In section 3.3 it is presented the basic 

concepts of data warehousing such as its architecture, the data transformation processes 

and what are data marts. Finally, in section 3.4, techniques to obtain knowledge from data 

are presented.  

3.1 Introduction 

Business intelligence (BI), first introduced by Howard Dresner of the Gartner Group in 

1989, is the set of techniques and tools for the transformation of raw data into meaningful 

and useful information in order to improve decision-making in businesses. Business 

intelligence is essential for providing long-term stability and competitive market advantage 

[24]. BI systems vary a lot based on their use case, but the basics of their architecture often 

include three distinct layers, like it can be seen in Figure 3.1.  

In the bottom layer there are the sources of data, these often are heterogeneous, 

contain errors, replication and need to be transformed into useful information that can be 

analyzed in order to obtain knowledge about a subject. A process extracts and transforms 

the raw data, finally loading the result information into a data warehouse in the middle layer 

where data is structured specifically for query and analysis. The top layer, is where the 

analysis is performed, using for that several techniques and tools that allow to obtain and 

finally present the knowledge representation, preferentially in an interactive and intuitive 

form, usually through dashboard and reports [11]. 

This chapter addresses the theoretical concepts in which the work presented in this 

dissertation was built upon, starting from the top and then going into deeper detail. Each of 

the three layers seen before are discussed into more detail, going through the technologies 

available in order to reach an architecture design to accomplish the goals set. 
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Figure 3.1 - BI architecture, adapted from [11] 

3.2 Data Sources 

Data can be persisted in many different ways, from simple text files to complex 

databases. In this section the main characteristics of the different database paradigm are 

presented.  

3.2.1 SQL 

SQL is the most common classic database language. Relational database management 

systems (RDBMSs) are set theory based systems implemented as two-dimensional tables 

with rows and columns. Relational databases strictly enforce type and a schema. This 
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schema must be defined in the modeling phase, and making changes to it in the future 

might be a challenge [25]. 

Relational databases are best if the layout of the data is known in advance and it is 

unlikely to change. How this data is used is not very relevant in the relational model. This 

structured nature allows to achieve query flexibility later [25]. 

These databases have been around for decades, there is a lot of support for it and the 

majority of business still use the relational model. For small applications or websites that 

have small and well defined schemas, do not have millions records, relational databases 

are appropriate [25]. 

When the data is highly variable or deeply hierarchical, relational databases are not the 

best fit, because a schema must be specified up front, data problems that exhibit a high 

degree of record-to-record variation are problematic [25]. 

If there are billions of records and a distributed system is needed, thus allowing better 

response times or load balancing, then relational databases are probably not the best option 

[25]. Relational databases were not thought to be distributed, although it is possible to have 

a distributed relational database. Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA), is 

a set of protocols that allow for multiple database systems cooperation. DRDA coordinates 

communication between systems by defining what must be exchanged and how it must be 

exchanged. This architecture was designed by a work group within IBM in the period 1988 

to 1994 [26]. 

 A new class of relational databases has showed up recently, the NewSQL. It appeared 

from the need to have a highly scalable, high throughput database with ACID transactions. 

Google’s F1 is a distributed relational database system built for their AdWord product 

achieves which combines high availability, the throughput and scalability of NoSQL 

systems, and the functionality, usability and consistency of traditional relational databases, 

including ACID transactions and SQL queries [27].  

Beyond relational databases, there is a middle ground between object and relational 

model. The object-relational database management system (ORDBMS) is similar to a 

relational database, but with an object-oriented database model: objects, classes and 

inheritance are directly supported in database schemas and in the query language. In 

addition, just as with pure relational systems, it supports extension of the data model with 

custom data-types and methods.  
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3.2.2 NoSQL 

The usage of the term “NoSQL” with the meaning known today, traces back to a meet 

up on June 11, 2009 in San Francisco organized by Johan Oskarsson with the purpose of 

discussing ideas about some new database that were appearing at the time, and the term 

“NoSQL” was used as a hashtag to advertise the meeting, meaning Not only SQL [28]. 

NoSQL database provide mechanisms for storage and retrieval of data that is modeled 

not in a tabular way like the relational databases. Motivations for this approach include: 

simplicity of design, simpler horizontal scaling to clusters of machines, which is a problem 

for relational databases, and finer control over availability [28]. 

Big companies like Facebook (Apollo [29]), Google (BigTable [30]) and Amazon 

(DynamoDB [31]) make use of NoSQL databases to handle huge amounts of data. In small 

web applications NoSQL is also getting more and more popular in order to avoid the 

problem of object-relational impedance mismatch [28]. The object oriented paradigm is 

widely used, and storing the full object as an aggregate in a NoSQL database, is much 

simpler than mapping the objects into a relational model[28]. Heavy reliance on object-

relational mapping (ORM) software has been cited as a major factor in producing poorly 

designed databases [32]. 

As Martin Fowler stated [28], the term NoSQL does not say much about this kind of 

databases, but there are a set of common characteristics that we can identify in NoSQL 

databases, there are: 

 Non-Relational 

 Cluster friendly, although some are not really focused in running on clusters 

 Open-Source 

 21st Century web, NoSQL databases all came up on the 21st century web culture 

 Schema-less, although some have some kind of structure  

In the relational model, the information is stored as rows. This data structure does not 

allow for nesting, nor storing a list inside a tuple. Most often than not, the operations 

performed in a database do not act on a single row but a set of them. It could be very useful 

in some use cases, to have an aggregate as a data structure. An aggregate is a collection 

of related objects that we wish to treat as a unit. More specifically, it represents a unit for 

data manipulation and management of consistency [28]. 

Different NoSQL models, such as key-value, document and column-family, make use 

of aggregates as a data structure. In this case, both the operations and data storage is 

made in terms of aggregates. The use of aggregates makes it easier for these databases 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizontal_scaling#Horizontal_and_vertical_scaling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_computing
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to operate on a cluster since the aggregate makes a natural unit for replication and sharding, 

i.e., splitting the data on separate database instances, to spread load [28].  

 

Key-Value Model 

A key value store is a simple hash table where the client can either get, put or delete a 

value for a key from the database, these are the simplest NoSQL databases to use from an 

API perspective. The value has no schema or structure, just a group of meaningless bits, 

being completely opaque to the database, this delegates the responsibility to the application 

of understanding what it stores. Since the access is made only through lookup based on a 

key, they generally have great performance and can be easily scaled [28]. 

Use Cases:  

 Storing Session Information – everything about the session is stored in a single 

object with the session id as key, this makes it very fast to store or access with a 

single request. 

 User Profiles, Preferences – the user profiles and preferences can be stored in an 

object with the user id as key, so getting the user preferences takes a single get 

request.    

 Shopping Cart Data – e-commerce applications have a shopping cart associated to 

a user, therefore the shopping information can be put as the value with a user id as 

key [28]. 

Do not Use Cases: 

 Relationships among Data – although some key-value databases allow 

relationships, this paradigm was not designed to correlate data between different 

sets of keys. 

 Multi-operation Transactions – the key-value paradigm was not designed to perform 

roll backs, so it is not best suited for this case. 

 Query by Data – since in this paradigm the values have no structure it is hard to 

query data by attributes without an indexing engine. 

 Operations by Sets - operations are limited to one key at a time, therefore operating 

on multiple keys must be done on the client side [28]. 

 

The 3 major Key-Value databases in October 2015 are [33]: 

 Redis by Salvatore Sanfilippo 

 Memcached by Danga Interactive 

 Riak by Basho Technologies  
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Document Model 

Documents are the main concept in document databases. These databases store and 

retrieve documents, which can be XML, JSON, BSON, or other document format. These 

documents are self-describing hierarchical tree data structures which can consist of maps, 

collections, and scalar verbs. Document databases store documents in the value part of the 

key-value store, thus they can be thought as key-value databases where the value is 

examinable [28]. 

Unlike the key-value databases, these ones have an implicit schema and when storing 

data there are allowable structures and types. That can be an advantage when accessing 

the data, since it has a structure, it is possible to submit queries to the database based on 

the fields of the document to retrieve part of the aggregate. The database can also create 

indexes based on the contents of the document [28].  

An example of a MongoDB document is shown at Figure 3.2 where is possible to see 

the implicit schema, as well as the ability for nested documents. The structure of document 

is the same as a JSON document, although in MongoDB the files are actually stored in the 

binary form knows as BSON. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 - Mongo document example, adapted from 7 

 

 

 

                                                

7 “MongoDB Manual 3.0.4.” http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/core/data-modeling-introduction   

[Accessed: 2015-12-09] 
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Use Cases:  

 Event Logging – in document databases, events can be sharded by type, origin or 

application name acting as a central data repository within an enterprise. 

 Content Management Systems, Blogging Platforms – mapping content, such as blog 

posts, to JSON documents is fairly easy, that makes document databases ideal for 

this use case. 

 Web Analytics or Real-Time Analytics – documents can be updated easily and new 

measures can be added without schema changes.  

 E-Commerce applications – the flexible schema of documents allows to evolve 

products and orders data models without refactoring or data migration [28]. 

 

Do not Use Cases: 

 Queries against varying aggregate structure – the schema flexibility can cause 

problems with queries with attributes not present in all documents [28]. 

 

The 3 major Document databases in October 2015 are [33]: 

 MongoDB by MongoDB, Inc. 

 CouchDB by Apache Software Foundation 

 Couchbase by Couchbase, Inc. 

 

Columnar Model 

Columnar databases are more of a concept than an actual model, there is not one 

particular description on how these databases work. Actually, several are built upon 

traditional row-oriented DBMS, simply storing the data in tables with often two columns [28]. 

Column-family databases organize their columns into column families, as seen in Figure 

3.3. Each column has to be part of a single column family, and the column acts as unit for 

access, with the assumption that data for a particular column family is usually accessed 

together. This also gives a couple of ways to think about how the data is structured [28] 

[25]: 

 Row-oriented: Each row is an aggregate with column families representing 

useful blocks of data (profile, order history) within that aggregate. 

 Column-oriented: Each column family defines a record type (e.g., customer 

profiles) with rows for each of the records. A row can be thought as the join of 

records in all column families. 
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This latter aspect reflects the columnar nature of column-family databases. Since the 

database knows about these common groupings of data, it can use this information for its 

storage and access behavior. Column families give a two-dimensional quality to this kind of 

databases [28] [25].  

 

 

Figure 3.3 - Columnar model, adapted from [28] 

Use Cases: 

 Counters – due to organization of the values as columns, computing aggregate 

values is much faster than on RDBMs. 

 Expiring Usage – Cassandra allows expiring columns, this is ideal to provide access 

to users for a trial period or to show ad banners on a website for a specific period of 

time. 

 Big data – columnar databases are designed to scale within and between data 

centers so that performance is increased and node failures can be handled quickly 

[28]. 

 

Do not use Cases: 

There are problems for which column-family databases are not the best solutions. Like 

most NoSQL databases, if ACID transactions are a system requirement, then a relational 

database is a better alternative. If there is a need to compute aggregate values for only a 

portion of the column instead of the whole column, then the value of using columnar 

structure is lost [28]. 

Cassandra is not great for early prototypes or initial tech spikes: during the early stages, 

it is not clear how the query patterns may change, and as the query patterns changes, so 

does the column family design. This causes friction for the product innovation team and 
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slows down developer productivity. RDBMS impose high cost on schema change, which is 

traded off for a low cost of query change; in Cassandra, the cost may be higher for query 

change as compared to schema change [28] [25].  

 

The 3 major columnar databases in October 2015 are [33]: 

 Cassandra by Apache Software Foundation 

 HBase by Apache Software Foundation 

 Accumulo by Apache Software Foundation  

 

Graph Model 

Graph databases allow storing entities and relationships between these entities. Entities 

are also known as nodes, which have properties. A node can be thought as an instance of 

an object in the application. Relationships are known as edges, these can also have 

properties. Edges have directional significance and nodes are organized by relationships 

which allow finding interesting patterns between the nodes. The organization of the graph 

allows the data to be stored once and then interpreted in different ways based on 

relationships [28]. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a graph structure, which represents a 

graph database itself. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - Graph structure example, adapted from 8 

 

 

 

                                                

8 “Graph Database Neo4j” http://bigdata-guide.blogspot.pt/2014/02/graph-database-neo4j.html  

[Accessed: 2015-12-09] 
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Use cases: 

 Connected Data – social networks or any link-rich domain is well suited for graph 

databases. 

 Routing, Dispatch, and Location-Based Services – the locations can be modeled as 

the nodes and the relationships can have properties such as distance and time 

between nodes. Using graph algorithms the path of least cost can be easily found. 

 Recommendation Engines – in a graph database is easy extract patterns between 

users and products or which products are bought together, this can then be used as 

suggestions to other users [28]. 

 

Do not use Cases: 

In some situations, graph databases may not be appropriate. When it is wanted to 

update all or a subset of entities, graph databases may not be optimal since changing a 

property on all the nodes is not a straightforward operation. Even if the data model works 

for the problem domain, some databases may be unable to handle large amounts of data, 

especially in graph operations involving the whole graph [28] [25].  

 

The 3 major Graph databases in October 2015 are [33]: 

 Neo4j by Neo Technologies 

 Titan by Aurelius 

 Giraph by Orient Technologies LTD 

3.3 Data warehouse 

According to Inmon [34], a data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-

variant and non-volatile collection of data in support of management decision making 

process. Kimball [35] defined it as “a copy of transaction data specifically structured for 

query and analysis”. It is used in many organizations, in order to help in the decision making 

process. 

In addition to a relational database, a data warehouse environment includes an 

extraction, transportation, transformation, and loading (ETL) process, an online analytical 

processing (OLAP) engine, client analysis tools, and other applications that manage the 

process of gathering data and delivering it to business users.  

As seen previously, the data sources of a data warehouse can be anything from 

relational databases, non-relational databases, files or any other resource containing 

valuable data to the purpose of the organization. This data then needs to be extracted 
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transformed and loaded into the database. Sometimes it is used a staging area for these 

transformations, before loading the final data into the data warehouse. The result is a store 

of meaningful information that can feed visualization tools, this way helping to have a better 

understanding of a topic, department or organization [11].  

As Inmon [34] stated, a data warehouse has the following characteristics: 

 Subject Oriented – Each organization has its own set of interest subjects. This 

characteristic means that it is offered a clear and precise vision about a certain 

subject, excluding non-important data irrelevant for the decision making. 

 Integrated – Data warehouses collect data from different types of sources and 

store it in a consistent format. In order to ensure this consistency, different 

validation and cleaning techniques are used. There are typical problems such 

as outliers, naming conflicts and inconsistencies among units. 

 Nonvolatile – The data is loaded one and only one time and should not be 

changed or erased. The purpose of a warehouse is to enable an analysis of what 

has occurred. 

 Time variant – Unlike most simple databases or online transaction processing 

(OLTP), where data is updated over time. Historical data is kept in a data 

warehouse, for example, in a data warehouse of a shop it is possible to know all 

the prices of a product over time instead of the most recent price.  

When it comes to designing a data warehouse for a business, the two most commonly 

discussed methods are the approaches introduced by Bill Inmon [34] and Ralph 

Kimball [35]. 

 Bill Inmon paradigm: Data warehouse is one part of the overall business intelligence 

system. An organization has one data warehouse, and the data marts load their data 

from the data warehouse. In the data warehouse, information is stored in 3rd normal 

form. This paradigm has a higher initial cost but subsequent project development 

costs is much lower [34] 

 Ralph Kimball paradigm: Data warehouse is the aggregation of all data marts within 

the enterprise. Information is always stored in the dimensional model. The initial cost 

is low, it starts with a single data mart, each subsequent phase will cost about the 

same and data marts are built incrementally [35].  

 

3.3.1 Architecture  

When it comes to build a data warehouse there are two fundamental logical 

arrangements: star schema or snowflake schema. There is no correct solution, the schema 
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choice it is made according to the problem, each arrangement has its own advantages, 

disadvantages and use cases [35].  

Star Schema 

In the Star Schema, there is one or more centralized fact tables and one or multiple 

dimensions linked to it. The fact table has both the measures and the foreign keys to the 

dimensions tables, the dimensions contain descriptive attributes. Each dimension is 

represented by a single table in this schema. In most cases, the fact tables are in the 3rd 

normal form and the dimension ones are not normalized [35]. In Figure 3.5, it is possible to 

see the centralized fact table (SALES), and the four de-normalized dimension tables. 

 

Figure 3.5 - Star schema, adapted from 9 

Advantages: 

 Simple structure – There is a central fact table and dimension tables directly 

connected to it, in this schema dimensions do not connect to each other.  

 Query efficiency – Due to the simplicity of the schema, there is no need for a lot 

of joins, also the data does not follow strict rules of normalization. 

 Performance enhancements – Since the data is de-normalized and the queries 

are more effective the performance is enhanced.  

 Optimized for large data sets – The overall performance of the start schema 

makes it more efficient to work with huge data sets. 

Disadvantages: 

 Poor data integrity – The lack of normalization, leads not only to data replication, 

but can also introduce anomalies, which normalized schemas are designed to 

avoid. 

                                                

9 “Star Schema figure.” http://athena.ecs.csus.edu/~olap/olap/starschema.jpg [Accessed: 2015-12-10] 
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 Loading time – Poor data integrity means dimension tables with a lot of records 

so loading time takes longer. 

 Storage space – Since a lot of values are replicated, disk space is wasted. 

 Developing Complex Queries – Since the data schema is built specifically to 

analyze a set of data, its de-normalized organization makes it harder to develop 

new complex queries. 

Snowflake schema 

The snowflake schema is an extension of the star schema. There is one or more fact 

tables connect to the dimensions. The big difference is that each dimension is represented 

by multiple tables, this normalizes the data, avoiding redundancy. Each related dimension 

table can have multiple lookup tables resulting in a more complex system [35]. In Figure 

3.6, it is possible to see how dimensions tables are normalized into multiple lookup tables. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 - Snowflake schema 10 

Advantages: 

                                                

10 “Snowflake schema figure” http://athena.ecs.csus.edu/~olap/olap/snowflakeschema.jpg.      

[Accessed: 2015-12-10] 
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 Better data quality – The normalization of the data in the dimension tables means 

less replication and thus less anomalies. 

 Storage space – Due to less replication in the dimension tables, a lot of the 

storage space is spared when compared to the star schema. 

 Optimized tools – There are several tools built to work with this kind of data 

organization. 

 More structured – Information is obviously much more organized than in non-

normalized structures. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 Complexity – The structure of the data is far more complex to analyze and to 

work with than in non-normalized schemas, queries need a lot more joins when 

compared to the star schema. 

 General performance – The higher complexity means that in order to perform a 

non-specific query in this schema, various tables need to be accessed through 

join operations, whereas in the star schema a single table is accessed. This 

makes simple queries have worse performance. 

 Maintenance - Additional maintenance efforts are needed due to the increase 

number of lookup tables.  

 

3.3.2 ETL process 

The acronym ETL stands for extraction, transformation and loading, which is an 

essential process for any data warehouse. In a data warehouse data needs to be regularly 

loaded. This data, as it was explained previously, can come from any type of data source, 

so it needs to be extracted from those and loaded into the warehouse. The process usually 

is not as simple as that. Data comes with errors, inconsistencies and replicated so an 

additional process of cleaning and transformation of the data is needed between the 

extraction and the loading steps [36], as seen in Figure 3.7. 

These three steps are not well-defined and they are achieved through different 

techniques that must be adapted for each case. 
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Figure 3.7 - ETL process, adapted from 11 

In the extraction phase, the desired data is identified and extracted from many different 

sources, including database systems and applications. Some transformations can take 

place in the extraction process depending on the source system capabilities. Data extraction 

period and size can vary depending on the type of source and purpose of the organization, 

ranging from days to almost real-time and up to gigabytes of data [36]. 

After the extraction, the data needs to be transported somewhere, usually a staging 

area is used and some transformation can occur during this process. 

The transformation phase occurs mostly in the staging area, the transformations can be 

just data aggregation or a set of processes applied to the data like: cleaning, validation, 

encoding, translation, selection and aggregation [36]. The transformations are very specific 

to the subject, and although there are tools that help with the process, either are they very 

flexible or sometimes they cannot do all the transformations desired, and custom strategies 

need to be developed. Finally the transformed data is loaded into the data warehouse or 

data mart for later analysis. 

According to Inmon [34] the ETL process has a cost that can be as high as 55% of the 

time needed to develop the whole data warehouse project. The reason why this process is 

so important, is because inconsistent or low quality data can lead to wrong decisions on the 

organization [37]. 

 

3.3.3 Data mart 

A data mart is a simple form of a data warehouse that is focused on a single subject. 

The response time is improved by allowing end-users to have access to specific information 

                                                

11 “ETL versus ELT, You Be the Judge” http://www.iri.com/blog/data-transformation2/etl-vs-elt-we-posit-you-

judge/. [Accessed: 2015-12-11] 
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viewed by them more often, without the need of querying the whole warehouse. This is ideal 

if a group of users have the same needs, usually working for the same goal [38].  

Data marts are often built and controlled by a single department within an organization 

and have smaller scope than a data warehouse, usually a single subject or line of business. 

The size of the data stored in a data mart is in most cases less than 100 gigabytes and they 

take some months to implement, unlike warehouses that store terabytes of data and take 

years to implement [38]. The amount of data sources is way less when compared to a 

warehouse [38]. 

There are two types of data marts, dependent and independent. In Inmon [34] 

philosophy a data mart is dependent, the warehouse holds all the information of an 

organization and then data marts are created for each department and populated from the 

warehouse, as it is possible to see in Figure 3.8. In Kimball [35] philosophy a data 

warehouse is nothing more than an aggregate of data marts, see Figure 3.8, each is 

developed individually according to the needs of each department.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 - Kimball vs. Inmon data marts, adapted from 12 

In Kimball approach, the initial cost in this model is much cheaper and most data 

warehouses started out as a departmental effort, originating a data mart. Only after several 

data marts are built there is an evolution into a data warehouse.  

                                                

12 “Kimball Vs . Inmon” http://image.slidesharecdn.com/softservebi-bigdataworkshopinutah-131114053724-

phpapp02/95/softserve-bibigdata-workshop-in-utah-20-638.jpg?cb=1386154111. [Accessed: 2015-12-12] 
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3.4 Frontend 

There are two ways of looking at BI. From the developer point of view, it is a tree layer 

architecture, starting with multiples sources of data, transform and load it as meaningful 

information into a data warehouse and finally present it. The end users, like business 

owners and analysts, only see the presentation layer, often composed by dashboard, 

reports and score cards. Several techniques are employed to allow to transform the 

information on the data warehouse into important knowledge that may help in the decision 

making process of organizations. These techniques, such as OLAP (On-Line Analytical 

Processing) cubes, data and text mining, data visualization, geographic information 

systems allow to identify interesting patterns that represent knowledge [11]. It is highly 

important for end users to have rich and interactive reports and/or dashboard that exploit 

the human visual system to extract information from data [39].  

Data mining 

Data mining consists in the search for patterns and relationships from the data in the 

warehouse, in order to obtain knowledge. The data mining process is done by applying 

usually more than one algorithm to the data. The chosen algorithms depend a lot on the 

type of data involved and the line of business [11].  

OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) 

The OLAP server tier, typically implemented using ROLAP model (i.e., an extended 

relational DBMS that maps operations on multidimensional data to standard relational 

operations) or MOLAP model (i.e., a special-purpose server that directly implements 

multidimensional data and operations). This technology provides to end users, means to 

explore and analyze huge amounts of data, involving complex calculations, relationships, 

and the visual presentation of the results in different perspectives [40]. It allows to create 

multidimensional cubes of data with measures and organized by dimensions, allowing the 

analysis of information under different perspectives [41]. 

Figure 3.9 shows an example of a 3D cube with 3 dimensions where the measure 

analyzed is the revenue in thousands of dollars.  

For end users on the business side, it is very useful to have this ability to analyze 

measures in different dimensions such as time, geography, gender, product, among others. 

Questions like “What city has more sales?”, “What category of products is sold the most?” 

or “Are more items sold during the weekdays or in the weekend?” can be answered by 

performing an OLAP analysis. This way it is possible to know where the business needs to 

improve, where it is failing and where it is succeeding, and, based on that knowledge, make 

better decisions.  
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Figure 3.9 - OLAP cube, adapted from [11] 
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4 Framework 

The main goal of the work in this dissertation is to develop a framework to analyze traffic 

and drivers’ behavior. In chapter 2, it was seen what factors influence both the traffic and 

the driver behavior through different studies as well as what measures can be used to 

evaluate driver behavior. In chapter 3, it was discussed that there are different ways to 

model data, each with its use cases. Then it was described what were the major aspects of 

a data warehouse, its uses and characteristics as well as processes involved. Finally, 

concepts for extracting knowledge and meaningful information were introduced. Based on 

that and on the system requirements a framework was designed to answer some specific 

questions about traffic and driver behavior, namely: 

 How long do vehicles are active or inactive during a day? 

 How many stops does a vehicle make?   

 What distance does a vehicle cover and at which average speed? 

 What influence has the weather on each of the measures? 

 What weekday do drivers travel largest distances? 

 Is there any special dates where traffic is lower or higher than the average? 

 What month of the year has higher traffic? 

It should also be possible to answer spatial related questions, through a geospatial 

component, such as: 

 Where do vehicles travel the most? 

 What locations are more prone to traffic congestion? 

 Where do vehicles make stops and what exists in that location? 

4.1 Requirements 

In order to perform an analysis of traffic and drivers’ behavior, it is necessary to have 

data specifically structured for query and analysis. Therefore a data warehouse should be 

developed integrating several data sources that are processed into facts and dimensions 

which can be later analyzed. When dealing with real traffic data, it is always difficult to obtain 

precise results because human behavior is very complex. Drivers’ behavior depends on 

many factors, as was seen in [14], and these include, driving environment, traffic context, 

drivers’ characteristics and  drivers’ particular condition at the moment (upset, stressed, 

tired, etc.). What can be done, is develop a system with as many influence dimensions and 

measures as possible, in order to obtain the best results. In [7], it was shown that the quality 

of data is also a very important factor to obtain precise results. 
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There are several requirements in order to achieve an optimal system. One of the most 

important ones is the quality of the traffic data. The traffic data should have a sampling rate, 

at least, in the order of seconds and be as complete as possible. With a lower sampling 

rate, not only it becomes hard to detect drivers’ trajectory (an important aspect of driver 

behavior [15]), but it also makes it impossible to detect abrupt movements [15]. A complete 

data source, i.e. with as many measures as possible, is also very important because if there 

is only timestamp, latitude, longitude, all the remaining measures (speed, distance, etc.) 

must be calculated from the coordinates and timestamp, which will introduce errors. 

Another type of requirements are the factors that influence the driver behavior. This will 

allow to analyze the measures according to the factors, this way quantifying the influence 

of each factor in the driver behavior. According to [8], [14], [42] and [43] and as seen in 

chapter 2 this were identified as: 

 Weather. 

 Date and time. 

 Drivers’ characteristics such as age, sex or education. 

 Vehicle characteristics such as fuel type, torque or horse power. 

 Road topology and characteristics such as speed limits, condition or time. 

 Drivers’ condition such as upset, tired or stressed. 

 Drivers’ relationships, not mentioned in any article, but was thought to be 

interesting to see if family members, friends, coworkers etc. have the same 

behavior. 

The databases in which the data is modeled also have some requirements. It is of 

interest when using geospatial data that the database engine where the data warehouse is 

built upon to have geospatial support. For this, it was chosen PostgreSQL with the PostGIS 

extension. The choice of databases will be approached in more detail later in this document. 

4.2 Framework design 

The framework developed is similar to a BI environment, but is specifically adapted for 

datasets with trajectories of moving vehicles and has a stronger geospatial component. As 

it can be seen in Appendix A, the architecture is divided into three layers. The first one being 

the data sources, these supply data to the data warehouse, and consist in several different 

paradigm databases. The data warehouse layer (second one), consists of the ETL 

component, responsible to process the data and store it in the data warehouse itself. Finally 

the visualization layer, composed of statistical charts and a geographical information system 

software, in this particular case Qgis was used. 
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4.2.1 Data sources 

Normally in a data warehousing, data sources are heterogeneous. More often than not, 

data sources are incomplete, replicated and some required measures must be extrapolated 

from the data. In Appendix A it can be seen that the raw data does not connect directly in 

the ETL component in the data warehouse. This layer was designed for an ideal scenario, 

where it would be possible to collect and model the data, selecting both the attributes and 

the most effective paradigm for each dataset. This could be implemented in two ways: 1) 

an extra ETL stage between the raw data and this layer, allowing for better scaling; 2) 

implementing these models on the operational systems responsible for gathering the raw 

data, minimizing this way the ETL processing computational costs in the data warehouse.  

Based on the requirements and the research done, it was decided that in addition to the 

typical raw data, three different paradigm would be useful to use: relational, graph and 

document. 

 

Relational Model 

The relational model is best suited if the layout of the data is known in advance and it is 

unlikely to change [25]. Therefore it was chosen to model the drivers’ characteristics, as 

well as the car data that is unique to each car. These car details are then used to retrieve 

the specifications based on the manufacturer, model, and year. Figure 4.1 shows the 

enhanced entity–relationship (EER) model, where most attributes are evident except the 

use bit and ownership in the Car table. If the use bit is set to zero it means the car is brand 

new otherwise it is a used car, the ownership attribute stores the number of previous 

owners. 

The data on this model will populate a dimension in the data warehouse, allowing the 

analysis of the measures according to the different drivers’ characteristics that can be seen 

in Figure 4.1. These characteristics were obtained according to insurance forms and studies 

[14], [16], [17] which suggested that age, gender, experience (years with license) 

occupation, education and ethnicity are the major factors in drivers’ behavior. According to 

simulations done in car insurance companies, age and experience are the most determining 

factors in insurance premiums. 
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Figure 4.1 - Drivers caracteristhics EER model 

The works presented in [14] and [42] show that the roads infrastructure plays a crucial 

role on drivers’ behavior. This data could be modeled on two different paradigms, relational 

or graph. Graphs are optimized for highly connected data, but using the graph model for 

the road infrastructure would imply dividing each road into segments, with the nodes being 

the intersections, followed by a map-matching of traffic data on the resulting graph, but this 

kind of spatial data process is out of scope of this work. Instead, it is used a relational model 

for the road characteristics allowing to answer questions like “Does the road condition 

influence the drivers’ behavior?” or “How many stops do driver perform in urban vs. rural 

streets”. The attributes that can be used to make such an analysis are: 

 Name - Identifies the road. 

 Type – The type of the road that can be rural, urban or highway. 

 Condition – Defines the state of the road and can be one of the following four: 

poor, normal, good or excellent.  

 Speed limit – Maximum speed legally allowed. 

 Length – The length of the road in kilometers. 
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These attributes allow to analyze driver behavior from different perspectives according 

to each attribute as well as to determine if the driver exceeded the speed limit and by how 

long, that can be used in the future as a measure in the data mart. 

In Table 4.1 a sample of road data is shown. To model this data in a relational database 

a single table can be used or if using normalization 3 tables, Type, Condition and Road. 

Name Type Condition Speed limit Length (km) 

US-68 Urban Good 80 2 

RS-33 Rural Poor 50 4.5 

HW-03 Highway Excellent 120 25 

US-67 Urban Good 80 3.2 

US-66 Urban Normal 60 5.7 

RS-32 Rural poor 50 2.5 

Table 4.1 - Road data sample 

Graph 

The graph model is usually used for highly connected data, therefore it was used to map 

the drivers’ relationships [28]. Drivers’ relationships were not mentioned in the research 

done but it should be interesting to see if related groups of individuals, like a family or a 

group of friends, have common behavior. Since the drivers’ characteristics are already 

mapped in the relational model, the graph model is used just to map the relationships 

between users. Therefore each node has only two attributes, the name for visualization 

purposes and the ID used in the relational model to identify the driver. This allows to fetch 

an array of IDs (family members) and then obtain its characteristics by performing queries 

to the relational model. It is disputable if there should exist one model for the characteristics 

and another only for drivers’ relationships, but this way makes it possible to benefit from the 

advantages of both models. Traveling through a graph is much more efficient than recursive 

queries with multiple joins on the relational model [28]. 

In Figure 4.2 a sample graph was created with Neo4j, it can be seen two distinct families, 

the four nodes in left represent the Soares family and the three on the right the Silva family. 

Unlike the road graph, where all the relationships were bidirectional, in this graph the 

direction of some relationships have meaning. 
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Figure 4.2 - Drivers relationships graph 

Document 

Research showed that the weather has an influence on driver behavior [8], [14]. The 

weather information includes data about wind and precipitation. For instance, weather 

conditions such as raining and snowing obviously influence driving. To gather weather data 

there are several weather APIs that given a location and a timestamp provide detailed 

weather data. Since the APIs provide JSON documents, it makes sense to store them as 

they come in a document database like MongoDB. The main reason for the usage of the 

document model is that since several APIs might be used to complement each other, it is 

useful to store the document as an aggregate instead of adding additional processing to 

split it and store it across multiple tables. The document model also allows for indexes based 

on field name which can be useful to increase performance. 

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a weather JSON document obtained from a weather 

API13. With this data it is possible to analyze the influence of each factor in the drivers’ 

behavior. To have a better understanding of the impacts of these factors, a precipitation 

scale should be created, because light rain does not have the same effect than heavy rain. 

In the implementation chapter of this document all the different scales are approached. 

                                                

13 “Weather API” https://developer.forecast.io/ [Accessed: 2016-02-10] 
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{ 

    "apparentTemperatureMax": -0.01, 

    "apparentTemperatureMaxTime": 1201932000, 

    "apparentTemperatureMin": -15.98, 

    "apparentTemperatureMinTime": 1201906800, 

    "cloudCover": 0.03, 

    "dewPoint": -19.46, 

    "humidity": 0.28, 

    "icon": "clear-day", 

    "moonPhase": 0.84, 

    "precipType": "snow", 

    "pressure": 1026.35, 

    "summary": "Clear throughout the day.", 

    "sunriseTime": 1201908245, 

    "sunsetTime": 1201944873, 

    "temperatureMax": 2.47, 

    "temperatureMaxTime": 1201932000, 

    "temperatureMin": -9.59, 

    "temperatureMinTime": 1201906800, 

    "time": 1201881600, 

    "visibility": 11.7, 

    "windBearing": 324, 

    "windSpeed": 3.42 

} 
 

Figure 4.3 - Weather document 

The type and characteristics of the vehicle are factors that also influence drivers’ 

behavior [8], [14]. Several interesting analysis could be done with vehicle data, for example, 

if one driver has different behavior while driving different type of vehicles (sports car vs. 

commercial vehicles) or the influence of the fuel type.  

{ 
    model_id: "16837" 
    model_make_id: "honda" 
    model_name: "Civic" 
    model_trim: "" 
    model_year: "1999" 
    model_body: "Hatchback" 
    model_engine_position: "Front" 
    model_engine_cc: "1396" 
    model_engine_power_rpm: "6000" 
    model_engine_torque_rpm: "3000" 
    model_engine_fuel: "Gasoline" 
    model_drive: "Front" 
    model_transmission_type: "Manual" 
    model_seats: "5" 
    model_doors: "3" 
    model_engine_l: "1.4" 
    model_engine_ci: "85" 
    model_engine_power_hp: "74" 
    make_display: "Honda" 
    make_country: "Japan" 
} 

 

Figure 4.4 - Car specifications document 
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In order to obtain the vehicle details, APIs are used, that given a combination of 

manufacturer, model and trim return a complete set of characteristics. The attributes 

necessary for the API must be in the car table in the relational model, this are: manufacturer, 

model, trim and year. Like in weather data case, it was chosen the document model to map 

this data for the reason stated before. Figure 4.4 shows a fragment of a car JSON 

document. 

 

CSV files 

Usually the data about traffic found online comes in the CSV format, and has at least 

timestamp and coordinates of the vehicle. Additional information like speed and 

acceleration is not unusual, but if this is not provided it must be calculated from the previous 

data. Research about the taxis in China showed that taxis are more active on weekdays 

from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. and from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. showing that time does influence 

driving [42]. In the data warehouse the time dimension allows to analyze all the measures 

through time, in order to extract time based drivers’ behavior. 

The vehicle position is also an important factor to extract different type of patterns. With 

this data it is possible to obtain spatial specific behavior, i.e., if on a particular place drivers 

have a common behavior. This allows to identify dangerous corners, streets or intersections 

and classify drivers according to their recklessly level. Research showed that this could be 

done by identifying abrupt movements in certain locations [15].  

Another information that would be useful, although is rarely found except in control tests, 

is drivers’ condition (upset, tired or stressed) at each instant moment. Since this information 

could change at any moment it would be necessary to be transmitted from the vehicle. One 

way of extracting this information would be to have biometric sensors on the driver, 

alternatively surveys could be used [14].  

 

Privacy 

The information needed to develop a precise system of behavior analyses could raise 

privacy issues. Data about drivers’ characteristics, relationships and condition would be 

most likely used in control tests only. But these tests could help having a better 

understanding of drivers’ behavior in general and could be used to improve the framework 

as well as the analysis results. This framework was design to have as many influence driving 

factor as possible, and even if it cannot be applied fully to a real scenario it can be done 

with the information available. 
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4.2.2 Data warehouse 

The data warehouse in this framework follows Ralph Kimball’s approach in which the 

sum of independent data marts makes the warehouse [35]. This allows for a lower initial 

cost and since the two datasets contained different data it was decided two different fact 

tables. This way it is possible to have two different case studies implemented from the same 

conceptual architecture. 

In this section it is shown how the data marts can be implemented, which dimensions 

and measures allow to answer the questions proposed earlier, what schema should be 

used, the granularity and the ETL process. 

 

Dimensions and measures 

One of the first aspects when building a data warehouse/mart is to define the 

dimensions and the measures. In section 4.2.1, when explaining the data sources, 

dimensions were already described as well as its influence on drivers’ behavior. Summing 

up, the dimension tables are the following: 

 Time 

 Weather 

 Car specification 

 Road topology and characteristics 

 Drivers’ characteristics  

 Drivers’ relationships 

 Drivers’ condition 

The measures in the fact table might vary a lot based on the type of data retrieved from 

the vehicles and the application. If this architecture was applied to user based insurance 

(UBI) the measures might be different than if it was applied to route suggestion or traffic 

management. It is up to who implements the architecture to adapt them according to their 

needs. If the data retrieved from the vehicles consists of only timestamp and coordinates, 

the number of possible measures will be no more than a few and most of them would have 

to be calculated, introducing a margin of error. On the other hand, if the data collected from 

vehicles is rich, complete and consistent a lot more measures can be extracted. The sample 

rate will also have a major impact on the measures. Let us take as an example, the measure 

“abrupt movement” defined as an abrupt acceleration, deceleration or direction change. If 

the sample rate is more than five seconds most abrupt movements cannot be detected. 

This shows how sample rate can influence what measures can be extracted from the 

collected data. 
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Figure 4.5 - Warehouse star schema 

In Figure 4.5 the general view of the data warehouse is presented, where it is possible 

to see the basic star schema with the 5 dimensions proposed and the fact table in the center, 

for sake of brevity not all columns of the tables were presented, being replaced by “…”.The 

final schema will be presented later on this chapter.  

Analyzing driver behavior requires a set of measures to act as metrics to evaluate 

changes in behavior, for example, abrupt acceleration it is often associated with a 

dangerous driving style. The measures might be either direct, i.e. gathered directly from the 

vehicle sensors, or calculated from the data collected. Based on the questions proposed 

earlier and according to previous research, some measures that can be part of the fact table 

are the following:  

 Distance – Total distance travelled. 

 Average speed - Average speed for the sample time. 

 Average acceleration - Average speed for the sample time. 

 Average fuel consumption – Average fuel consumption for the sample time. 
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 Number of abrupt accelerations – Number of times the acceleration exceed the 

threshold. 

 Number of abrupt decelerations - Number of times the deceleration exceed the 

threshold. 

 Number of abrupt direction changes - Number of times the centripetal 

acceleration exceed the threshold. 

 Stationary time – Total amount of time when the vehicle is stationary. 

 Moving time – Total amount of time when the vehicle is moving. 

 Illegal time – Total amount of time above the speed limit. 

 Quick stops – Total number of quick stops (less than the minimum threshold). 

 Moderate stops – Total number of moderate stops (between the minimum 

threshold and maximum threshold). 

 Long stops  - Total number of long stops (more than the maximum threshold). 

 Drivers’ condition – Whether if the driver is stressed, tired, anxious, etc. 

Much more measures can be gathered depending on what is the application of the 

framework and the sensors in the vehicle, the possibilities are endless. However, calculating 

and storing all this information might make the system have a high computational cost. It is 

necessary then to find the right balance between information richness and performance, 

while keeping in mind the application requirements.  

The data warehouse in Appendix A has one data mart per city, this is just a suggestion 

on how to organize the data warehouse. Depending on the traffic data volume the number 

of data mart might vary, when dealing with big cities it might be of interest to subdivide them 

into city districts, on the other hand smaller cities might be grouped into states, 

municipalities or even country. If that is the case than an extra dimension with the territorial 

division might be introduced. The main reason why the data warehouse is designed this 

way is because in the proof of concept the two datasets were used as two different case 

studies, with different fact tables and used to analyze different measures. 

 

Data granularity and quality  

Granularity is a very important aspect of data warehouses/marts. If it is too coarse, some 

measures might not be captured, like the number of abrupt movement and it might also take 

too much disk space, if the granularity is too fine important details might be lost. Determining 

the granularity depends largely in what measures are stored and the application of the data 

warehouse. Detecting abrupt movements, number of stops and other measures that depend 

on thresholds takes a minimum amount of time. Detecting events like those might also have 
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an impact on granularity, if an event takes 5 minutes to happen the granularity cannot be 

less than the time that takes to occur the event. An important feature is to have different 

levels of granularity based on the minimum, i.e. it should be possible to group samples, 

summing their attributes in order to have a brother view with less detail. As an example, 

taking the 5 minute minimum seen before, it should be possible to see the number of stops 

in one hour, summing the number of stops of 12 samples. 

The fact tables are categorized into four categories transactional, periodic snapshots 

and accumulating snapshots. Transactional fact tables have one row per line of transaction, 

this means the information in the fact table has the most detail, the granularity cannot be 

lower. Periodic snapshot fact table summarize many measurements over a period of time, 

therefore the grain is the period. Accumulating snapshot fact tables have multiple 

references to the date dimension in order to track process milestones and unlike the other 

types, these ones are intended to be updated. This type of fact tables are very useful to 

track the measures and time spent in each of the milestones of a process [44]. 

Some measures must be confirmed with field tests to ensure data quality. This is mainly 

important to obtain correct threshold values of the ETL process, validating that way that the 

measures are calculated correctly. Unfortunately for this work it was not possible to have 

access to field tests, therefore all the thresholds used in the proof of concept were based 

on estimations.  

 

Schema  

In chapter 3 it was seen that there are two possible data warehouse schemas. The star 

schema is simpler, data is not normalized so a lot of it is replicated wasting disk space, and 

queries have a better performance. The snowflake schema, is more structured, data is 

normalized therefore less disk space is wasted. For this architecture, the snowflake schema 

was chosen, mainly because it saves disk space, with the amount of dimensions and 

measures, the warehouse grows rapidly over time. A personal laptop was used for the 

implementation of the architecture, when loading the data into the data mart it quickly ran 

out of disk space when using the start schema. With that in mind and working on the star 

schema showed previously in Figure 4.5, a new more detailed schema was created. The 

dimensions were first normalized, for some, like the weather dimension, range lookup tables 

were created in order to later perform meaningful queries to feed the visualization layer with 

better performance. 
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Figure 4.6 - Snowflake schema 
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The final schema can be seen in Figure 4.6. In this schema there are four weather 

lookup tables, each with the value ranges with a description. These tables are filled with 

common metrological scales such as, the Beaufort scale for the wind, the precipitation 

scale, cloud coverage scale, and for the temperature a scale was created. All these scales 

are created and used by meteorologists as a standard with exception of the temperature 

one. Both the fact table and the “CarSpecs Dimension” do not have the totality of their 

attributes for sake of brevity. 

Both schemas (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) can be used depending on the system 

requirements, if disk space is not a problem, the star schema might be a better alternative 

but for the proof of concept only the snowflake schema will be used. 

 

ETL process 

The ETL process is responsible for extracting, transforming and loading the data into 

the data marts. Therefore a set of tools must be developed to handle data manipulation. A 

staging area is used to temporarily store data while the transformation are in progress. The 

necessary tools are: 

 Outlier removal – tool developed to identify and remove the outliers present in 

the CSV files with the vehicle data. 

 Rest clients – rest clients to fetch and populate the two document databases, 

with the weather and car specifications. 

 Extraction tools – tools to extract data from the sources and store it in the staging 

area. 

 Transformation and load tools – several SQL functions to transform the data in 

the staging area and load it to the data warehouse. 

The ETL process is one of the most time consuming parts when building a data 

warehouse [34]. This happens because, each data warehouse has different requirements 

and the tools used for one project, usually cannot be applied to different ones.  

In chapter 5, all the tools developed in the proof of concept are explained in detail. The 

ETL process described in this document is only for the initial import of data, further updates 

would imply modification of the tools in order to deal with the slow changing dimensions 

problem. Dealing with data updates would be time consuming and deviate this document 

from its original topic. 
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4.2.3 Visualization layer and OLAP 

The visualization components are essential to analyze, understand and make 

conclusions about the information in the data mart. The whole architecture is meaningless 

if there is no way of answering the questions proposed earlier. Since the data stored in the 

warehouse is part contains a geospatial component, two different tools are necessary, one 

to analyze the measures through dimensions and another for the visualization on a map. 

OLAP cubes allow to analyze a measure over several dimensions through several 

operation like drill down, roll up, slice and dice. In order to do this an OLAP server must be 

used, there are several BI tools with OLAP server and integrated rich visualization tools. 

Implementing an OLAP server as well as visualization tools would be a very time consuming 

task, and the final product would certainly be inferior to the existing tools with years of 

development. Therefore an existing tool is set to be used, deciding which one is based on 

the budget and the requirements. Dashboards with charts give a rich visualization of the 

information and can be understood even by non-experts. They are often used to show 

summaries, key trends, comparisons, exceptions, measure efficiencies or inefficiencies and 

allow the quick identification of data outliers and correlations. In Appendix B it is possible to 

see an example of a dashboard web application with charts and tables about stock prices, 

on the top left corner it is possible to see the ability for ad-hoc queries about company name 

or country.  

QGIS is a cross-platform, free and open-source desktop geographic information system 

(GIS) application that provides data viewing, editing, and analysis capabilities. This tool can 

be used to perform an analysis in a map which provides a way to see if there are trends on 

a specific location. It can also be used to observe anomalous or dangerous trajectories, 

intersections or corners, as well as points of interest. This application can also be used in 

conjunction with an OLAP server, allowing this way to analyze a measure through different 

dimensions and shows its occurrence in a map. For example, it can be used to see where 

the vehicles made long stops in a given day. In Figure 4.7 it is possible to see the QGIS 

software with the road topology of Beijing and all the taxi points of the dataset, showing that 

this software allows a clear visualization of geospatial data. 
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Figure 4.7 - Beijing map with taxi points 
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5 Proof of Concept 

In this chapter it is presented how the framework was used to implement two case 

studies from distinct datasets of taxi trajectories. The implementation processes are 

discussed in detail, providing this way a guide to how the framework can be used. Two data 

marts were implemented from two different datasets, one with trajectories of taxis in Beijing, 

China and another with data about taxi trips in Oporto, Portugal. The first one had only the 

GPS trajectories of Beijing taxicabs, the other had the trajectories and also some relevant 

data about the trips of taxicabs in Oporto. In this section, each of the data sources are 

explained in detail with data segments as examples. 

Several dataset specific tools were developed for the ETL process and visualization 

tools were used to compare results and make an analysis about traffic and drivers’ behavior. 

A performance analysis was also made, both in computational time cost and disk space 

usage, this allows for time projections given a dataset size. It should be noted that the tools 

developed for the ETL process do not take into consideration posterior updates do the data 

marts, their sole purpose is to make the initial import. 

5.1 Data sources 

In section 4.2.1 the data sources that should be integrated in an ideal system were 

presented. Unfortunately, driver characteristics and relationships were not possible to 

obtain, because the information is not public or due to privacy related policies. The road 

characteristics can be obtained on OpenStreetMap API but the process of map-matching 

the GPS locations from the datasets with the roads identifiers was not completed by the 

deadline of this dissertation. Without this step is not possible to query the API in order to 

obtain road characteristics. For this proof of concept, in addition to the CSV files with 

geospatial data of vehicles, the weather and the vehicle characteristics were used. A 

MongoDB database with the weather data and another with the car specifications data were 

created to simulate a real scenario, these were populated from REST APIs through the tools 

developed. 

Beijing is a big city with many taxis and the dataset has the coordinates for each taxi for 

the full 24 hours of the day, both periods of activity and inactivity, allowing to analyze how 

they behave throughout the day. Oporto is small city when compared to Beijing but still has 

high taxi traffic, this dataset only has the periods of activity of the taxis but has data of a full 

year allowing to analyze the influence of weather and time on the measures. 
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Beijing Taxi dataset 

This dataset14 contains the GPS trajectories of 10,357 taxis during the period of 2 to 8 

of February of 2008 within Beijing. The total number of points in this dataset is about 15 

million and the total distance of the trajectories reaches to 9 million kilometers. This dataset 

does not have a constant sampling interval being the average sample interval of about 177 

seconds. Each file of the dataset, which is named by the taxi ID, contains the trajectories of 

one taxi and each row of a file contains taxiid, timestamp, latitude and longitude. 

Since this project was built on a machine that could not handle the full dataset, due to 

storage and processing limitations, only the fraction of the dataset with the lowest sampling 

rate (5 seconds) was used in order to get more accurate results. Table 5.1 shows a fragment 

of one of the files in the dataset. 

 

Taxi ID Timestamp Longitude Latitude 

366 2008-02-02 13:30:48 116.45353 39.90732 

366 2008-02-02 13:30:53 116.45348 39.90729 

366 2008-02-02 13:30:58 116.45334 39.90725 

366 2008-02-02 13:31:03 116.4533 39.90722 

366 2008-02-02 13:31:08 116.45327 39.90722 

Table 5.1 - Fragment of taxi data 

Oporto dataset 

The Oporto dataset15 describes a complete year (from 01/07/2013 to 30/06/2014) of the 

(busy) trajectories performed by all the 442 taxis running in the city of Oporto, this 

corresponds to a 3 GB CSV file. These taxis operate through a taxi dispatch central, using 

mobile data terminals installed in the vehicles. Unlike the Beijing dataset, this dataset was 

much richer, with a total of nine different fields. It was also organized by trips, each with a 

polyline representing its trajectory. Naturally, the measures that can be extrapolated from 

this dataset will differ a lot from the previous one. 

Table 5.2 shows a fragment of the dataset, the values on fields “TRIP ID” and “TAXI ID” 

were changed for serial numbers and the “POLYLINE” values were omitted for formatting 

purposes. 

 

                                                

14 “T-Drive trajectory data sample” http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=152883 

[Accessed: 2015-10-18] 

15 “Taxi Service Trajectory Prediction Challenge” http://www.geolink.pt/ecmlpkdd2015-challenge/dataset.html 

[Accessed: 2016-01-05] 
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TRIP ID CALL 

TYPE 

ORIGIN 

CALL 

ORIGIN 

STAND 

TAXI 

ID 

TIMESTAMP DAY 

TYPE 

MISSING 

DATA 

POLY

LINE 

1 C 1 - 1 1372636858 A False geom 

2 B - 7 2 1372637303 A False geom 

3 C 3 - 3 1372636951 A False geom 

4 C - - 4 1372636854 A False geom 

5 C 5 - 5 1372637091 A False geom 

Table 5.2 - Oporto dataset sample 

The nine fields presented are described as follows: 

 TRIP_ID: It contains a unique identifier for each trip; 

 CALL_TYPE: It identifies the way used to demand this service. It may contain one 

of three possible values: 

o 'A' if this trip was dispatched from the central; 

o 'B' if this trip was demanded directly to a taxi driver at a specific stand; 

o 'C' otherwise (i.e. a trip demanded on a random street). 

 ORIGIN_CALL: It contains a unique identifier for each phone number which was 

used to demand, at least, one service. It identifies the trip's customer if 

CALL_TYPE='A'. Otherwise, it assumes a NULL value; 

 ORIGIN_STAND: It contains a unique identifier for the taxi stand. It identifies the 

starting point of the trip if CALL_TYPE='B'. Otherwise, it assumes a NULL value; 

 TAXI_ID: It contains a unique identifier for the taxi driver that performed each trip; 

 TIMESTAMP: UNIX timestamp (in seconds). It identifies the trip's start; 

 DAYTYPE: It identifies the daytype of the trip's start. It assumes one of three 

possible values: 

o 'B' if this trip started on a holiday or any other special day (i.e. extending 

holidays, floating holidays, etc.); 

o 'C' if the trip started on a day before a type-B day; 

o 'A' otherwise (i.e. a normal day, workday or weekend). 

 MISSING_DATA: It is FALSE when the GPS data stream is complete and TRUE 

whenever one (or more) locations are missing; 

 POLYLINE: It contains a list of GPS coordinates (i.e. WGS84 format) mapped as a 

string. This list contains one pair of coordinates for each 15 seconds of trip. 
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Weather data 

In order to analyze the influence of the weather in traffic and driver behavior, weather 

data must be gathered and stored. Since this data dates back to February of 2008, and in 

order to make the system more agile, it was necessary a reliable weather store that could 

be queried about a particular place and a certain time, with history since at least 2008, that 

was free and preferentially with a REST API. 

The first one chosen was openweathermaps.org that based on coordinates and 

timestamp was possible to get very detailed data about the weather, unfortunately after the 

API was integrated in the project it stopped being free. The alternative was to use 

forecast.io, a REST API that met all the requirements although the gathered data was not 

so complete and did not have the precipitation rate for the days of the Beijing dataset. In 

the previous chapter it is possible to see in Figure 4.3 an example of a weather JSON 

document retrieved from this API. 

 

Car data 

Since the datasets did not mention the vehicle model, a research was done about which 

manufacturers and models of taxicabs where most used in China and Portugal. The car 

data would be used to analyze correlation between manufactures, models or car 

specifications like horsepower, cubic centimeter, among others and the measures collected 

from the taxi data. In that research it was possible to conclude that the majority of cities in 

China used the Volkswagen Jetta (2nd generation) as cabs. In metropolis, like Shanghai, 

the most used vehicle for taxi service was the Volkswagen Santana and in Beijing the most 

common were the Hyundai Elantra and Hyundai Sonata16. In Portugal, the most common 

vehicles for taxi service are Mercedes models 190D, E200, C200 and Skoda Rapid and 

Octavia17.  

To get the car specifications for each vehicle it was used the carqueryapi.com REST 

API that given a car manufacture, model and year of manufacturing a full detailed list of 

specification was collected. In the previous chapter it is possible to see in Figure 4.4 an 

example of a weather JSON document retrieved from this API. 

                                                

16 “Beijing Hyundai ChinaAutoWeb.” http://chinaautoweb.com/auto-companies/beijing-hyundai              

[Accessed: 2015-11-03] 

17 “Skoda reforça liderança no mercado táxi.”  

http://www.transportesenegocios.com.pt/veiculos_comerciais/julho_1_2013/nr6.asp  [Accessed: 2016-01-20] 
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5.2 Data Mart 

The data marts were developed in PostgreSQL, an object-relational database 

management system (ORDBMS). PostgreSQL has several advantages, it is open-source, 

cross-platform, reliable, stable and designed for high volume environments. However the 

main reason why it was chosen for this project, was because it has an emphasis on 

extensibility, and a plugin that adds support for geospatial data (PostGIS) which was a 

requirement [45]. 

The two data marts implemented follow the snowflake schema presented in the 

framework’s data mart design, section 4.2, and they are both very similar differing solely on 

the measures in the fact table. The dimensions implemented were the weather, car 

specifications and time. Although these are only half of what was proposed in the framework 

design, it should be enough to prove the concept. If eventually this design was to be 

implemented with enough resources to buy and store the data, implementing more 

dimensions should follow the same process as these three.  

Appendix C shows the final version of the data mart developed with a generic fact table 

(highlighted with orange), this is because the Beijing and Oporto data marts differ solely in 

the measures on the fact table. Both fact tables will be presented later in this section. 

This schema was inspired in [10], a trajectory data warehouse model, with spatial and 

time dimensions and with the measures being calculated from the trajectories. In the data 

marts proposed, the spatial attributes, such as, the trajectory and location of the stops are 

used exclusively for visualization on the GIS software. If a spatial dimension was designed 

it would have a one-to-one connection with the fact table, therefore instead of creating 

another dimension with the spatial attributes it was decided to have a degenerate dimension 

instead. The concept of degenerate dimension was developed by Kimball to support a 

specific, well-defined exception to the otherwise ironclad rule that dimension attributes are 

always pulled out into dimension tables. Applying this concept, the trajectory and location 

of the stops were inserted in the fact table. 

 

5.2.1 Granularity 

The flexibility of the schema and ETL tools developed allows to choose the granularity 

of the data marts by a parameter, the decision for the value chosen must take into 

consideration several factors. One of these is the datasets sampling period and the 

measures needed to answer the questions. Since the Beijing dataset has a sampling period 

of 5 seconds, an hourly granularity can be used, but if that is the case, it becomes difficult 

to count long stops of over one hour. The Oporto dataset is organized by trips, each can 
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last for more than one hour, therefore the minimum granularity cannot be one hour, it is also 

not wise to have a granularity of one trip since they are not constant.  

When choosing the granularity, another very important aspect besides the sampling rate 

of the dataset and the measures in the data mart is the computational cost. When handling 

a large amount of data, choosing a low granularity might have as a result that the 

computational cost of the ELT is too high and the fact table uses too much disk space.  

In chapter 4, a set of questions were defined, these are perhaps the most import 

requirements when setting the granularity of the data marts. The granularity choice should 

allow to answer all of the questions proposed. If it is wanted to answer the question “How 

much time do vehicles stay moving during a specific day?” the maximum granularity allowed 

is one day. Since every question can be answered with a granularity of one day, it was 

decided to have periodic snapshot fact tables with a period of one day. Periodic snapshot 

fact tables’ aggregate measures throughout the period, and each record describes the 

activity during that period, in this case, one day. This granularity allows to count up hour 

long stops made by the vehicle and answer the question proposed while minimizing the 

storage space needed. 

 

5.2.2 Fact table 

The fact table is the center of the data mart, where all the information from the datasets 

is stored after the ETL process, as well as the references to all the dimensions. Naturally, 

different datasets imply different measures, therefore the Oporto data mart fact table is not 

the same as the Beijing one. Some of the measures could have been the same while others 

could not, it was chosen to make clear distinction, showing this way the framework can be 

implemented for different case studies. Both fact tables are of the periodic snapshot type, 

and have a period of one day, this means that a row of the fact table describe a whole day 

of driving by one individual taxi. 

Since the Beijing dataset had the temporal geospatial information about the totality of 

the day, both periods of activity and inactivity, it was chosen to count different types of stops, 

distance traveled, average speed, active time and inactive time. As far as geospatial 

attributes, it was stored the discriminated stationary points and the moving trajectories. 

Since Beijing taxis barely stop, probably due to working in shifts and high work volume, it is 

hard to tell when a trips starts and when it ends, therefore it was not possible to count the 

number of daily trips. The measures of the Beijing fact table are explained in Table 5.3. 
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Column Description 

sampleid Sample identifier 

period Period of the sample, measured in seconds 

stationarytime Time in seconds when the taxi was stopped 

movingtime Time in seconds when the taxi was moving 

quickstops Number of quick stops (less than 5 minutes) 

moderatestops Number of moderate stops (between 5 and 20 minutes) 

longstops Number of long stops (more than 2 hours) 

distance Total distance in meters travelled in the sample period 

avg_speed Average speed of the moving time, measured in m/s 

quickgeom Location of the quick stops (Geometry field) 

moderategeom Location of the moderate stops (Geometry field) 

longgeom Location of the long stops (Geometry field) 

movinggeom Moving trajectory (Geometry field) 

refidtaxi Reference to the car dimension 

refidtime Reference to the time dimension 

refidweather Reference to the weather dimension 

Table 5.3 - Beijing fact table 

The Oporto dataset on the other hand was much richer but only had information about 

the busy trajectories. To differentiate from the Beijing data mart it was chosen to count the 

number of trips, separated by the call type, as well as its distance. The geospatial data for 

the trips was also stored for later visualization in the map visualization tool. Other measures 

like the average speed and the active time could have been extracted but that is already 

showed in the Beijing data mart, and doing so for a full year of data would have much higher 

computational costs. In Table 5.4 it is possible to observe the columns of the Oporto fact 

table. 

Column Description 

sampleid Sample identifier 

period Period of the sample, measured in seconds 

totaltrips Total number of trips 

Atrips Number of trips of the type A 

Btrips Number of trips of the type B 

Ctrips Number of trips of the type C 

totaldistance Total distance covered 

Adistance Distance covered for trips of the type A 

Bdistance Distance covered for trips of the type B 

Cdistance Distance covered for trips of the type C 

tripTrajectory Geospatial field with the trajectories of all trips 
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tripTrajectoryA Geospatial field with the trajectories for trips of the type A 

tripTrajectoryB Geospatial field with the trajectories for trips of the type B 

tripTrajectoryC Geospatial field with the trajectories for trips of the type C 

refidtaxi Reference to the car dimension 

refidtime Reference to the time dimension 

refidweather Reference to the weather dimension 

Table 5.4 - Oporto fact table 

The measures present in Beijing data mart could be applied to any type of vehicle not 

only taxis and it could be used, for example, in a behavior based insurance application case. 

The Oporto data mart is much more business specific and with minor changes it could be 

applied to improve efficiency in public transportation or courier service. In this case it is used 

to study the influence of the different dimensions on drivers’ behavior. 

Extracting the measures for the Sample tables is accomplished through several SQL 

functions included in the ETL process. These functions extract the data from the CSV files 

with the taxis trajectory, store it in a staging area where they are transformed and finally 

load it to the data mart tables. This topic is discussed in greater detail later in this document. 

 

5.2.3 Dimension tables 

In the snowflake schema, dimensions are normalized into multiple related tables. Three 

dimensions were chosen for this project, weather, time and car. These dimensions are used 

in the visualization component to act as a filter (or aggregator) over the measures, for 

instance, the distance traveled in the weekdays. In order to make conclusions this can then 

be compared with the distance traveled in the weekends. The remaining dimensions 

discussed in the architecture design, were not possible to populate with real data, since 

there was no public information about them. 

  

5.2.3.1 Time dimension 

The time dimension is normalized into 4 tables: day, weekday, month and year. This 

allows to more easily perform queries to do comparisons such as weekends vs. weekdays, 

or day time vs. night time. The entries of this dimension can be seen as a 4 dimensional 

matrix, each month of each year has between 28 to 31 days, and each day has 24 hours. 

Therefore one complete year consists in around 8640 entries. This means that the ID on 

the hour table represents a complete date with hour precision, as an example, the hour with 

the id=11 represents 11:00:00 01-01-2015. For the Beijing data mart, this dimension was 

populated with the year 2008 and for the Oporto data mart with the years 2013 and 2014. 
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To accomplish this a java program was developed which used the calendar class, this way 

ensuring the correct number of days for February and the accuracy of the weekdays. 

5.2.3.2 Weather dimension 

The weather dimension has 4 lookup tables, one for each weather variable, the chosen 

variables were precipitation, cloudiness, temperature and wind. These variables were 

chosen because they are the most widely used to describe the weather, also it is believed 

that they could influence drivers the most. These lookup tables have 4 columns, id, start 

range, end range and description. In order to populate these tables a research was done 

about how the different weather variables are divided by the meteorologists. It was chosen 

to model data this way   

 

Wind 

According to the Beaufort scale18, showed in Table 5.5, an empirical measure that 

relates wind speed to observed conditions at sea or on land, we have 13 different levels of 

wind speed. This scale was used to populate the wind lookup table. 

Beaufort number Description Wind speed (m/s) 

1 Calm < 0.3 

2 Light air 0.3 – 1.5 

3 Light breeze 1.5 – 3.3 

4 Gentle breeze 3.3 – 5.5 

5 Moderate breeze 5.5 – 8.0 

6 Fresh breeze 8.0 – 11 

7 Strong breeze 11 – 14 

8 
High wind, Moderate gale, 

Near gale 
14 – 17 

9 Gale, Fresh gale 17 – 20 

10 Strong gale 21 – 24 

11 Storm, Whole gale 25 – 28 

12 Violent storm 29 – 32 

13 Hurricane ≥ 33 

Table 5.5 - Beaufort scale10 

Precipitation 

                                                

18 Sir Francis Beaufort, “Beaufort Wind Scale”, 1805 at: http://www.spc.noaa.gov/faq/tornado/beaufort.html 

[Accessed: 2016-03-01] 
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To populate the precipitation lookup table the scale showed in Table 5.6 was used, here 

the precipitation rate is measured in millimeters per hour. 

Description Precipitation rate (mm/hour) 

Very light rain < 0.25 

Light rain 0.25 and 1.0 

Moderate rain between 1.0 and 4.0 

Heavy rain between 4.0 and 16.0 

Very heavy rain between 16.0 and 50 

Extreme rain > 50.0 mm/hour 

Table 5.6 - Precipitation scale19 

 

Cloud coverage 

There are several ways cloud coverage, or cloudiness, is broken down. The standard 

unit for cloudiness is okta, but since this is a more meteorology specific unit and no weather 

API uses oktas, it was chosen to use percentage of cloud coverage to populate this lookup 

table. The research showed that typically the cloudiness is broken into tenths like it can be 

seen in Table 5.7: 

Description Cloudiness (%) 

Clear 0 to 10 

Fair 10 to 20 

Mostly sunny 20 to 40 

Partly cloudy 40 to 70 

Mostly cloudy 70 to 90 

Broken 90 to 99 

Overcast 100 

Table 5.7 - Cloud coverage scale20 

 

 

 

 

Temperature 

                                                

19 “Rain measurement.” http://wiki.sandaysoft.com/a/Rain_measurement [Accessed: 2016-03-01] 

20 J. Haby, “Cloud coverage.” http://www.theweatherprediction.com/habyhints/189/ [Accessed: 2016-03-01] 
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For the temperature there was no scale defined, since the definition of hot or cold is 

very personal. Therefore based on historical data about the highest and lowest temperature 

ever recorded on Earth, a maximum of 40ºC and a minimum of -40ºC was chosen and the 

scale was then broken into intervals of 20 degrees, like shown in Table 5.8: 

Description / Temperature (ºC) 

Bellow -40 

Between -40 and -20 

Between -20 and 0 

Between 0 and 20 

Between 20 and 40 

Over 40 

Table 5.8 - Temperature scale 

5.2.3.3 Taxi Dimension 

The taxi dimension has all the information about the type of the vehicle and it is linked 

to three other tables, “Car”, “Country” and “CarSpecs”. The “Car” table has the information 

about the car manufacturer, model, trim and year, all are mandatory except for the trim. This 

table then connects to the “Country” table, making possible to filter the measure by the car 

manufacturer country, and the “CarSpecs” table which contains the specification for each 

car in the “Car” table. With the car specifications it is possible to analyze the influence of a 

certain fuel type or car power on the behavior of the driver.  

In order to populate this dimension a Java application with a REST client was developed 

to gather the specifications for each car model, in the next chapter this application is 

explained in more detail. Research had to be done in order to find out which vehicles were 

most commonly used as taxis in both Beijing and Oporto, due to unavailability of this 

information. The vehicles used for this dimension were the Hyunday Elantra and Sonata for 

Beijing, and the Mercedes 190D, E200 and C200 as well as the Skoda Octavia and Rapid 

for Oporto. 

5.3 ETL process 

The ETL process is a crucial component of any data warehouse, according to Inmon 

[34] it has a cost that be as high as 55% of the time needed to develop the whole data 

warehouse project. In order to populate the data marts several tools were developed that 

extract, transform and load the data. An additional step of cleansing the data was introduced 

due to outliers and inconsistencies found in the datasets.  
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The initial phase of the ETL process is the cleansing of the data. For the Oporto dataset, 

before cleansing, the CSV file with the full year of data was broken into 12 parts, one for 

each month. This extra step was necessary to improve performance in the cleansing 

process and to avoid memory issues. The data is then cleansed with the scripts developed, 

that remove trips with missing data and format the polyline allowing it to be extracted into 

the staging area. For the Beijing dataset, the CSV files are first cleansed with a Java tool 

developed that removes the outliers found, only after this the data can be correctly extracted 

into the staging area. 

In the staging area, the data is transformed through SQL function that builds the 

samples and load them into the data marts. In parallel the time dimension, weather look up 

tables and the car dimension are populated. Finally, another Java tool is executed, that is 

responsible to gather weather details and car specification from REST APIs, store them in 

the MongoDB and populate the weather dimension and car specification lookup table.  

 

5.3.1 Java tools 

Outlier removal 

In data mining, anomaly detection (or outlier detection) is the identification of items, 

events or observations which do not conform to an expected pattern or other items in a 

dataset [46]. While analyzing the Beijing dataset both in the dataset, it was possible to 

observe the existence of two different types of outliers. In one case, the taxis seem to have 

teleported for a short period, usually between 5 to 25 seconds, to a considerable distant 

location. In some cases, the latitude and longitude changed by several degrees in 5 

seconds, and return back to original location in the next 5 seconds. An example of this 

behavior is showed in Table 5.9 (rows highlighted with red) where the taxi moved from 

Beijing to near Shanghai in 5 seconds. 

Taxi ID Timestamp Longitude Latitude 

366 2008-02-02 13:39:43 116.44686 39.91706 

366 2008-02-02 13:39:48 116.44686 39.91706 

366 2008-02-02 13:39:53 119.41647 32.36623 

366 2008-02-02 13:39:53 119.41647 32.36623 

366 2008-02-02 13:39:58 116.44686 39.91706 

Table 5.9 - Type 1 outlier 

Another type of outlier also found, was when there was missing data in a time interval 

that could go from some minutes to hours. Since a big portion of data was missing it gave 

the impression that the taxi moved from one point to another very distant one in a matter of 
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seconds like it happens in the first type of outlier. The difference between these outliers is 

that, in this case, the taxi did not return to its original trajectory. Table 5.10 (rows highlighted 

with red) shows an example with 3 hours of data missing. 

Taxi ID Timestamp Longitude Latitude 

366 2008-02-03 00:18:05 116.49643 39.90667 

366 2008-02-03 00:18:10 116.49772 39.90667 

366 2008-02-03 03:22:39 116.44866 39.80609 

366 2008-02-03 03:22:43 116.44866 39.80609 

366 2008-02-03 03:22:48 116.44866 39.8061 

Table 5.10 - Type 2 outlier 

Removing the outliers is a crucial task in order to have precise results, therefore a Java 

program was developed, this program produces outlier free CSV files from the original 

dataset.  

There are several strategies to remove outliers, but since the problem was related to 

geospatial data and in order to achieve better results a custom strategy was implemented. 

First and foremost a threshold needed to be set to detect the outliers, to determine the 

threshold an online tool21 was used, this tool takes the Beijing coordinates (39.9167° N, 

116.3833° E) and gives the variation of a degree in meters. Then some calculations were 

made through experimental threshold values, the results with a threshold of 0.01 (hundredth 

of degree) are shown in Table 5.11.  

 Variation of a degree 
in meters (VoD) 

VoD * 
threshold 

Speed  in m/s 
Speed  in 

km/h 

Latitude 111033.01 m 1110 m 222 792 

Longitude 85497.50 m 855 m 171 615 

Table 5.11 - Threshold tests 

Since it is impossible for a taxi to move with such a speed in either direction, the value 

0.01 was chosen. Although this threshold value might seem too high, having a lower one 

might be risky because other factors must be taken into account, like GPS error margin and 

inconsistent sampling periods. 

In Figure 5.1 a flowchart representing the algorithm of the OutlierRemoval Java program 

can be seen. Firstly it reads each CSV file in the dataset directory, splits it into a list of rows 

and calculates the latitude and longitude difference between two consecutive rows. If either 

                                                

21 “Length of a degree of latitude and longitude calculator” http://www.csgnetwork.com/degreelenllavcalc.html 

[Accessed: 2016-03-05] 
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of the two differences is greater than the threshold a flag is set, otherwise the row is added 

to an output list. In case of the flag being set, it is already establish that we are in an outlier 

scenario, but it is not yet known of what type it is. In order to be the second type of outlier, 

in addition to the differences being greater than the threshold, there also must be missing 

data, i.e., the timestamp difference between two consecutive rows must be greater than 

sampling period. In case of a type one outlier, the inconsistence rows are not inserted in 

the output list, and an outliner counter is incremented. If it is a type two outliner, nothing can 

be done so a different counter is incremented and the program resumes.   

 

Figure 5.1 - Outlier removal flowchart 
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Removing every outlier without losing some data, especially when dealing with 

geospatial data and inconsistence data, is an extremely difficult task, and this subject still 

needs some work. One possible solution to improve results is to interpolate the missing 

data that can make the difference between having low or average precision or high 

precision. The number of outliers found by taxi is shown in Table 5.12. 

 

Taxi ID Number of entries Outliers found Ratio (%) 

7056 7156 926 13 

6790 7988 2644 33 

715 9644 1528 16 

5071 16553 431 3 

7630 31741 1806 6 

4867 9706 2089 22 

650 7260 1539 21 

8789 7368 1484 20 

7883 8537 1516 18 

6810 11826 2826 24 

2318 7198 1273 18 

8838 9111 2219 24 

Table 5.12 - Outliers found by taxi 

 

Weather and car specs Client 

A tool was developed in order to populate the two MongoDB databases, one with the 

weather and another with the car specifications. This tool consists of four main components: 

 Weather REST client – Collects weather JSON documents from the forecast.io API. 

 Car REST client – Collects car specifications JSON documents from the 

carquery.com API. 

 MongoDB client – Connects to a MongoDB, has methods to insert, read, update and 

delete documents. It is used to insert and read documents in each of the databases. 

 PostgreSQL client - Connects to the data mart, has methods to insert, read and 

update. It is used for the update mode of the application, in order to fetch the new 

samples or taxis inserted and for later updating the weather and car fields of the 

sample with the new data collected from the REST APIs. 
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This tool takes a set of coordinates, the data mart connection string, and an initial date 

as arguments. In order to gather the car specifications, it connects to the data mart, fetching 

the manufactures, models and trims of the vehicles, which are used to retrieve the car 

specifications with the car REST client from an API. These specifications are then stored in 

a MongoDB database.  

For the weather, the set of coordinates which specify the location is used in conjunction 

with the dates from the samples in the fact table in order to retrieve the weather from the 

weather API. One document per day of each location is stored in a MongoDB database, 

This tool is also used to bind the weather and car dimension to the sample. The sample 

ID and date are read from the data mart into a hashmap, then the document with the 

weather details is selected from the MongoDB database. That document is then matched 

with the weather dimension in order to retrieve the correct weather ID. Finally the sample is 

updated with the reference to that weather ID. The same process is used to populate the 

“Car Specifications” lookup table and bind it to the car dimension.  

 

5.3.2 SQL functions 

Stops identification 

The Beijing dataset was analyzed and it was observed that the taxis were in constant 

motion for approximately 18 hours a day, therefore it can be assumed that the work has a 

shift rotation. Since the taxis were in constant motion and unlike the Oporto dataset, where 

the data is divided by trips, detecting individual trips was not possible. It was also observed 

that the taxis made some short stops of around 5 minutes and moderate stops of around 

20 minutes. The short stops can possibly mean traffic congestion, while the moderate stops 

might mean that the taxi is waiting for a client at a taxicab stand. In order to determine these 

stops a clustering algorithm was developed to divide the cluster of points of a sample into 

sub clusters with a type associated. Figure 5.2 illustrates the stop identification approach in 

which, for a sequence of points, if for a pre-determined period of time the taxi points are 

contained inside a 20 meters radius, than we can consider it to be stopped. For example, if 

at least one point in a 120 minutes sequence is out of the radius, than it is not considered 

that the taxi made a long stop. 
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Figure 5.2 - Point clustering 

The implementation of the clustering algorithm is a SQL function that is ran when each 

of the samples is being built for the Beijing dataset. The function, given a set of points with 

a timestamp associated, checks for the different types of stops, builds the clusters, and 

finally returns the clusters to be inserted into the sample. This function sets four threshold 

values, one of them is the radius between points in order for a taxi to be considered 

stationary, through experimentation tests with the dataset a value of 20 meters was chosen. 

The other three threshold values correspond to the time criteria for each of the stop types, 

i.e., how long is a short, a moderate and a long stop. Since the dataset analysis showed 

that usually the stops were either around 5, 20 or 120 minutes, it was set that those would 

be the values for the thresholds of short, moderate and long stops, respectively. 

Figure 5.3 shows a flowchart of the clustering algorithm. This function receives the 

sample points as argument. First a “LONGSTOP” length cluster (two hours of points in this 

case) is analyzed to see if the taxi is stationary, if so a counter is incremented, the cluster 

is set and the date is incremented by “LONGSTOP” length. In case of not matching the stop 

criteria, the cluster is subdivided into smaller “MODERATESTOP” length cluster, each being 

analyzed to see if whether or not the taxi is stopped. If that is the case, then a different 

counter is incremented, a “MODERATESTOP” cluster is set and the date is incremented by 

“MODERATESTOP” length. If not, the same process is done for the short stops and the 

remaining points that do not belong to any of the stop clusters are the moving points and 

are added to its cluster. Finally the clusters of points are converted to a geometry type and 

the three counter are passed to the function responsible for building the samples. 
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Figure 5.3 - Clustering algorithm for stops 

These geometry fields are crucial to allow the visualization in QGIS. This makes it 

possible to make some conclusions about traffic congestion locations, taxicab stands and 

most frequent paths.  

 

Building the samples 

The functions responsible for building the samples are the core of the ETL process, they 

transform the cleansed data into the facts on the “Sample” table. Since the Beijing and the 

Oporto datasets are different as well as the measures, two different functions were also 

developed for this purpose.  
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The function that builds the samples for the Beijing dataset takes a cluster of continuous 

points with the granularity length of a specific taxi. The first step is to insert the data that 

does not require transformation, i.e., the taxi ID, time ID and period of the sample. Then the 

clustering algorithm for stops is ran to obtain the number of stops as well as the stationary 

and moving clusters. To obtain the stationary time, the sum of the number of stops multiplied 

by length of the stops is performed and to get the moving time this value is subtracted from 

the sample period. The distance traveled is calculated with the ST_Length() function of 

PostGIS, that takes as argument the cluster of moving points converted into a line 

transformed with the spatial reference system identifier (SRID) of Beijing. The average 

speed is calculated by dividing the distance traveled by the moving time. Finally the sample 

is updated with all the values calculated and the process repeats until all samples are 

finished. 

The function that builds the samples for the Oporto dataset takes a cluster of trips of a 

taxi with a period of one day. Like its analogous function, first the taxi ID, time ID and sample 

period are inserted. The total number of trips and the total distance travelled are calculated, 

and the trips polylines are joined into a multiline geometry type variable. Since the Oporto 

dataset is richer, it was thought that it would be interesting to use the call type field that 

identifies the way used to demand the taxi service. Therefore the number of trips, distance 

traveled and trips geospatial data is subdivided into the three different possible call types. 

This could allow to take conclusions about which call type has a bigger business volume. 

Finally, the sample is updated with calculated and aggregated values and the process 

repeats until all samples are finished. 

 

Populating time, weather and taxi dimensions 

Populating the weather, time and car dimensions requires several steps, therefore SQL 

functions were created to do so. As seen in section 5.2.3.1 the initial step to populate the 

time dimension is to load the time matrix for one year, which consists of 8640 entries, in the 

year, month, day and hour lookup tables. To populate the “TimeDimension” table from the 

entry’s timestamps in the dataset, a function was developed. This breaks each timestamp 

into hour, day, month and year to allow to query the time lookup tables for the correct hour 

ID. Finally the hour ID as well as the original timestamp are inserted into the 

“TimeDimension” table. Originally this function was run by itself, but later, in order to improve 

performance, this code was merged with the function responsible of building the samples. 

Getting the weather details and connecting them to the samples is a three step process. 

First the weather lookup tables are populated with the scales seen in the research, then the 
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“WeatherDimension” table is populated with every possible combination based in the lookup 

tables. In parallel the MongoDB database with the weather details is populated with the java 

tool responsible to fetch the weather details. Finally, based on the timestamp, the samples 

are bound to the correct “WeatherDimension” entry. 

Since there is no information about the manufacturer and model of the taxicabs in the 

dataset, a need of randomizing the binding of the individual taxis to the car models emerged. 

After the “Car” table is populated with the most used cars for taxis in the respective city with 

the java tool, a SQL function sets a model randomly. The function first inserts the taxi IDs 

in the “TaxiDimension” and then sets the “refidCar” column in the “TaxiDimension” table to 

a value randomized between all the possible car IDs present in the “Car” table.  

5.4 Visualization 

The visualization component is essential to analyze, understand and make conclusions 

about the information in the data mart. There are a lot of business intelligence tools with 

good design and very complete, but since these are products designed for business, most 

of them were not free, so they could not be used in this project. 

The data in the samples is partially geospatial, therefore in order to visualize both 

aspects, two different tools were used. A geographic information system (GIS) was used to 

see the geospatial data of the taxis in the map. In order to analyze the measures, dynamic 

dashboard with ad hoc queries were used. 

5.4.1 QGIS 

QGIS is a cross-platform free and open-source desktop geographic information system 

(GIS) application that provides data viewing, editing, and analysis capabilities.  

A layer map with the streets of the city is first imported into QGIS, then a new layer with 

the geospatial data of the taxis is added. QGIS allows to style the points to differentiate 

each taxi, each sample or each type of data. Appendix D shows QGIS with the China map, 

focused in Beijing with the moderate stop points categorized by taxi id. 

Later in the results chapter of this document examples with the processed that will be 

provided. 

5.4.2 Dashbuilder 

Dashboards are used very often in BI tools to show summaries, key trends, 

comparisons, and exceptions. Dashboards are easy to read by end-users, measure 

efficiencies or inefficiencies and allow the quick identification of data outliers and 
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correlations. In order to implement dynamic dashboards with ad hoc queries, Dashbuilder22 

was used. Dashbuilder is a general purpose dashboard and reporting web application which 

allows interactive charts, report tables and data extraction from external sources. It is based 

on Uberfire, a framework for building rich workbench style applications, and it is licensed 

under the Apache License 2.0. 

The web application created is organized with one page for each of the two data marts 

created. In this page each of the measures has a chart with taxi ID in the X axis and the 

measure in the Y axis. At the bottom of the page there is an interactive table with all the 

measures that can be sorted by any of them. This master page has three child pages, one 

for each dimension, with the same charts as in the master page but with the possibility of 

filtering the results by any of the columns in the dimension tables. This mimics OLAP cubes, 

allowing to slice, dice, roll up and drill down, although the interaction is not as intuitive as 

some premium charged software. In Appendix B it can be seen the weather dimension 

dashboard page of the Beijing data mart. 

5.5 Deployment and performance 

In the previous chapters, it was seen that this project has several components, so in 

order to deploy the whole system several steps must be performed. Some steps can be 

done in parallel if they do not depend of each other so, this strategy was used to improve 

performance. 

The first step when deploying the system is to cleanse the data. The outlier removal tool 

developed to accomplish this task for the Beijing dataset and for the Oporto dataset was 

implemented using bash scripts. These use sed(stream editor), a Unix utility that parses 

and transforms text, and awk, an interpreted programming language designed for text 

processing and typically used as a data extraction and reporting tool. Split was also used 

to split the dataset into smaller files easier to handle. In parallel both data marts can be 

created with the SQL scripts developed. Also in parallel, both REST Clients gather the data 

from online APIs and store it in the MongoDB database. Only after the data marts are 

created the dimensions are populated and the datasets are loaded into a staging area. The 

indexes can now be created to improve performance, as it can be seen later on this 

document. Finally the samples can be built and the ETL process is accomplished. A shell 

script was developed that automatizes this multistep process. 

                                                

22 “Dashbuilder” http://www.dashbuilder.org/ [Accessed: 2016-03-26] 
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 For the visualization layer it is required to install QGIS and Dashbuilder. In dashbuilder 

the pages with charts must be created and the samples in the data marts bound to them. 

Like explained in the previous chapter a main page for data mart was created with three 

subpages, one for each dimension.  

 

Performance 

The goal of the work presented in this document was not to develop a data warehouse 

for production, but to prove that the framework design can be used to implement a traffic 

analysis system, regardless of that, performance was not overlooked. There are three major 

areas where a data warehouse system can be optimized: the ETL process, query 

processing and report delivery. In this last area, the charts on dashbuilder can take a few 

seconds to load with the Oporto data mart due to its size. Since the granularity of the data 

marts is one day, the number of samples is not high enough for query processing to be 

slow. The ETL process on the other hand, has a big computational cost and a number of 

optimizations were done in order to transform and load the full datasets to the data marts in 

a reasonable time frame.  

The performance can be broken down into two components, the elapsed time and the 

size of the database. Table 5.13 shows the results for the time elapsed in each phase of 

the ETL process. As expected, loading the dataset into the staging area and building the 

samples are the two phases with higher cost. When building the sample a lot of calculations 

are performed as well as geospatial transformations and measurements, this explains its 

high computational cost. The specifications of the machine where these results were taken 

from are the following: Intel Core i5-2430M at 2.40GHz, 8GB ram and 250GB SSD disk.  

Process Elapsed Time 

 Beijing Oporto  

Outlier Removal 8s - 

Create Database 2s 2s 

Loading Dataset Into Staging Area 10s 6:23 

Populating Lookup Tables 1s 10s 

Rest Clients 1:27 4:55 

Building Samples 3:32 13:40 

TOTAL 5:20 25:10 

Table 5.13 - Performance results 

Table 5.14 shows the results for the disk space occupied for the final data marts. The 

space occupied by the staging area is several times bigger than the final data marts, which 
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is something that must be taken into account when processing the data. The size of the 

datasets are 3 GB for Oporto, with a full year of data of 442 taxis, and 60 MB for Beijing, 

with a week of data for 68 taxis. The size of the final data mart after running the VACUUM23 

statement, which reclaims storage occupied by dead tuples, is approximately the same as 

the initial size of the dataset. 

Data Mart Before Vacuum After Vacuum 

Oporto 3861 MB 3077 MB 

Beijing 18 MB 16 MB 

Table 5.14 - Disk storage results 

The first version of the ETL process was a lot more time and space consuming, so 

much, that running it for only 7 taxis of the Beijing dataset took over 30 minutes and the 

staging area occupied more than 1 GB. Several measures were taken to improve 

performance such as, code optimization, creation of indexes, redundant data removal and 

garbage collection.  

One index was created for the Beijing between the taxi ID and the timestamp for a table 

in the staging area that improved the performance on a query in the function that checks for 

stops from 350 ms to 0.1 ms. For Oporto two indexes were created both for a table in the 

staging area, one between taxi ID and the timestamp and another between taxi ID and call 

type. These indexes allowed to improve the elapsed time for each sample built from 600 

ms to 75 ms. 

In the deployment section it was explained how some processes can run in parallel, in 

addition to that, some SQL functions were merged. The function that binds the time in the 

samples to the time dimension was merged with the function that builds the samples and 

the total time of building the samples was reduced by half. General code optimization was 

also performed in both SQL functions and REST client tools. 

The size occupied by the data marts, plus staging area was a major problem when 

developing this work. PostgreSQL stores the databases by default in the /var partition, 

which only had 4 GB free in the machine this project was built. Therefore the database was 

moved to /opt which had enough space for both data marts plus the staging areas. Another 

measure taken was to delete the entries corresponding to a sample from the staging area 

after each sample built. Finally, after the ETL process has ended, the VACUUM statement 

is run with the FULL parameter to further reduce the space occupied by the data marts. In 

                                                

23 “PostgreSQL: Documentation: 9.1: VACUUM.” http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.1/static/sql-vacuum.html. 

[Accessed: 2016-03-30] 
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normal PostgreSQL operation, tuples that are deleted or obsoleted by an update are not 

physically removed from their table, they remain present until a VACUUM is done. Therefore 

it is necessary to do VACUUM periodically, especially on frequently-updated tables.  
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6 Results 

In this chapter, the results of the proof of concept are presented. This chapter is divided 

into two sections, one for the dashboard where the aggregate values are analyzed over the 

three dimensions and another for the geospatial component. For the geospatial component 

the QGIS software is used to present the data in a map and an analysis by location is 

performed. For each section results are presented for each of the data marts, giving an 

emphasis to the geospatial component for the Beijing data mart and the opposite on the 

Oporto data mart. This approach was followed due to the Beijing data mart only having one 

week of data, which is not enough for an analysis. On the other hand, the geospatial 

component of this data mart is much more complete, the opposite happens for the Oporto 

data mart. 

6.1 Dimension analysis 

The charts in the dashboard have the daily average of all aggregate measures for the 

both data marts. The measures in the Beijing data mart are the stationary and moving times 

in hours, number of quick, moderate and long stops, distance in kilometers and average 

speed in kilometers per hour. For the Oporto data mart the measures in the dashboard are 

the total number of trips as well as the number of trips aggregated by call type and the total 

distance covered as well as the distance aggregated by call type in kilometers. There is one 

chart per measure with the measure as the dependent variable and the taxi groups as the 

independent variable. The main page in the dashboard for each data mart also has a table 

with all the measures. By sorting the table by measure it is possible to quickly obtain the 

maximum or minimum values for a measure, which can be very useful. 

In Figure 6.1 there are two charts with two measures for the Beijing data mart, one for 

the stationary time and another for the moving time. Taxis were divided into 10 groups 

allowing to have a visual representation of the variance and it is also possible to drill down 

into the groups until the individual taxi by clicking in the bar for a taxi group. The charts 

show that all the taxis are moving approximately 20 hours a day, suggesting that in Beijing 

the taxi drivers work by shifts, the highest average of stationary registered was 8 hours in 

the 9000 taxi group. 
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Figure 6.1 – Daily stationary and moving time for Beijing 

The two charts with the distance traveled and average speed can be seen in Figure 6.2. 

It is possible to observe that the taxis travel between 200 and 350 km a day at an average 

speed of between 10 and 17 km/h. Given that in New York taxis travel approximately 300 

km per day24 these values seems plausible. It is interesting to see that the taxis that drove 

for longer period of time did not necessarily drove for a greater distance. This behavior can 

be seen when comparing Figure 6.1 with Figure 6.2, where the 2000 group moved for longer 

but traveled less distance, naturally at a lower speed. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 – Daily distance and average speed in Beijing 

In Figure 6.3 it is possible to see the number of stops of each type for the taxis in Beijing. 

It can be seen that, on average, in Beijing most taxis do not make more than one long stop 

(two hours) a day. The number of quick and moderate stops varies a great deal among 

groups. A possible explanation is that some taxis travel more in the city center, making more 

quick stops due to traffic congestion. It might seem strange that some taxi groups, like the 

                                                

24 M. R. Bloomberg and D. Yassky, “2014 Taxicab Factbook,” 2014. 
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2000 group, have a very low number of stops, yet do not travel a greater distance comparing 

with the other groups, but this is due to missing data on the dataset for these taxis. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 – Daily stops in Beijing  

In Figure 6.4 it is possible to see the number of trips and distance traveled on a daily 

average for the taxis in the Oporto data mart. The number of trips is very consistent between 

taxi groups, between 10 and 12 trips performed by day, with exception of the last group with 

only 6 trips. The traveled distance is consistent in all groups, between 60 and 80 km per 

day, therefore although the last group makes less trips, it makes longer ones. When 

comparing the travelled distance between the two data marts, as expected, taxis travel a 

much shorter distance in Oporto, due to the city being smaller and less populated. 

 

Figure 6.4 – Daily distance and number of trips in Oporto 

The number of trips categorized by call type is shown in Figure 6.5. The call type can 

be ‘A’ if this trip was dispatched from the central; ‘B’ if this trip was demanded directly to a 

taxi driver at a specific stand; ‘C’ if a trip demanded on a random street. The charts show 

that most of the trips are demanded directly to a taxi driver, at approximately 5 per day. The 

second most common method to request taxis is by demanding on a random street, 

between 3 to 4 trips per day. The least common method taxis are requested is through 

central dispatch, with an average of less than 2.5 trips per day. 
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Figure 6.5- Daily number of trips per type in Oporto 

In Figure 6.6 it is possible to observe the distance travelled per type. With exception of 

the last group, the distance travelled for each type is directly proportional to the amount of 

trips performed. For trips dispatched from central (A) the average is approximately 15 km 

per day, the trips demanded directly from a taxi at a stand (B) the average is approximately 

30 km per day and for trips demanded on a random street (C) the average is 25 km per day. 

The last taxi group though, has approximately a 50% increase in the distance traveled on 

C type trips, even though it has less trips than the average for this type. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 – Daily distance travelled per type in Oporto 

 

6.1.1 Time dimension 

An analysis by time was performed for the Oporto data mart. Since the distribution of 

trips and distance by type were the same in proportion, for every time dimension, only the 

results for total trips and distance is shown. In Figure 6.7 it can be seen the number of trips 

and distance traveled for each week day. It is possible to observe that Wednesday and 

Thursday are the week days with more trips performed, averaging more than 12 per day 

with a distance travelled of over 80 km. On the other hand, Sunday and Saturday were the 

weekdays with less trips, with approximately 10 per day and less than 65 km per day. As it 
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was seen in [8], [42], weekends tend to have less traffic volume than weekdays. From a 

business perspective this also means that the business volume is greater in weekdays than 

in weekends. 

 

Figure 6.7 – Daily number of trips and distance by weekday 

Another interesting analysis that can be performed is to compare the traffic volume for 

the months of the year with the number of trips and distance travelled as measures (Figure 

6.8). It can clearly be seen that May and June are the two months with higher number of 

trips per day, with a daily average of 12 and approximately 80 km travelled. The two months 

with less traffic are August and January with less than 10 daily trips and approximately 63 

km traveled. In statistical studies done over four years about taxis in New York25, it clearly 

can be seen that taxi traffic volume decreases in the summer, especially August and around 

January, and increases in the spring, between February and May. In order to have more 

accurate statistics about the traffic for the months of the year, more would be necessary. 

 

Figure 6.8 - Daily number of trips and distance by month 

                                                

25 M. R. Bloomberg and D. Yassky, “2014 Taxicab Factbook,” 2014. 
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Festivities are also interesting times to perform analysis on taxi behavior. It was chosen 

to analyze Christmas, New Year's Eve and Valentine's Day, which are the days that studies 

have shown to have higher number of taxi trips. In Figure 6.9 it is possible to see the number 

of trips and distance travelled on Christmas. Comparing these values with the daily average 

of the year, it is possible to see that they are much lower, which was expected since people 

tend to spend the day at home with their families. In Figure 6.10 it is possible to see the 

trips and distance on New Year’s Eve. This is the time of the year with more taxi traffic 

volume, between 15 and 22 trips per day making an average travelled distance of between 

100 and 120 km. This can be explained by the habits of this festivity, which makes most 

people take a taxi back home at the end of the night instead of driving. In Figure 6.11 it is 

possible to observe the number of trips and distance for Valentine’s Day. This day had the 

highest taxi traffic volume in New York on 2011 and 2012. On 2014 in Oporto it was not as 

high as New Year’s Eve, but was still higher than average with an average of 15 trips a day 

and 85 km travelled. 

 

Figure 6.9 - Number of trips and distance on Christmas 

 

Figure 6.10 – Number of trips and distance on New Year's Eve 
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Figure 6.11 – Number of trips and distance on Valentine's Day 

6.1.2 Weather dimension 

The research done showed that the weather is a factor of influence in traffic and drivers’ 

behavior, therefore a dimension was created and populated with weather data for the period 

of the dataset, one year in the case of Oporto and one week for Beijing. The charts bellow 

show the measures analyzed per weather measurement, namely precipitation, 

temperature, cloudiness and wind. The scales used for each weather measurement were 

described in section 5.2.3. 

In Figure 6.12 it is possible to observe the number of trips and distance travelled by 

precipitation value. The charts indicate no significant difference between each of the 

precipitation ranges, allowing to conclude that precipitation has no effect in the number of 

trips for the taxis behavior in Oporto. It is not possible though to conclude that precipitation 

has no effect at all on drivers’ behavior, research has showed that it does have an effect in 

the speed of which the cars travel. 

 

Figure 6.12 - Daily number of trips and distance by precipitation measurement 
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In Figure 6.13 it is possible to observe the number of trips and distance travelled by 

temperature range. There are no significant differences in the measures analyzed to 

conclude that temperature has an effect on drivers’ behavior. In this case, these results are 

expected, since there was also no significant differences in the seasons of the year seen in 

the time results when analyzing the measures by month.  

 

Figure 6.13 - Daily number of trips and distance by temperature measurement 

In Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 it is possible to observe the number of trips and distance 

travelled by cloudiness and wind speed respectively. Both seem to have little to no effect 

on drivers’ behavior and the only significant difference was when wind speed was at is 

highest (fresh breeze) for the time period of the dataset. In that case it was seen a slight 

decrease in the two measures, although not sufficient to make conclusions. Cloudiness and 

wind are two measurements that have barely no research done about their effects on 

drivers’ behavior, so it is not possible to compare these results with others from different 

research. 

 

Figure 6.14 - Daily number of trips and distance by cloudiness measurement 
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Figure 6.15 - Daily number of trips and distance by wind speed measurement 

6.1.3 Car dimension 

Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain the information of the manufacturer and 

model for the taxis for both datasets. A research was done about the most common models 

of taxis in each city and that data was introduced in the car dimension. Since the results 

that would be obtained might be invalid allowing to make wrong conclusions it was decided 

to not to present the results for this section.  

6.2 Geospatial analysis 

Geospatial measures allow for a different visual analysis than the ones found using 

aggregates, thus obtaining knowledge about specific locations. The Beijing data mart was 

used for these results, due to having a stronger geospatial component than the Oporto data 

mart. Since the Beijing dataset had only one week worth of data and in that week it snowed 

every day, the measures will not be analyzed by dimension. For this section of the results 

the QGIS software was used, allowing to see in the China map the geospatial measures, 

i.e. short stops, moderate stops, long stops and moving points. 

In Figure 6.16 it is possible to observe where the taxi stopped for over two hours, the 

points were categorized by taxi with a color gradient, i.e., different color points represent 

long stops from different taxis. The red circles indicate multiple long stops by the same taxi 

in the same location, making it possible to infer that it might be where the taxi drivers they 

park to go home. The remaining scattered points might indicate stops for lunch, dinner or 

long periods without a client or heavy traffic congestion. 
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Figure 6.16 - Long stops in Beijing 

In Figure 6.17 it is possible to observe where taxis made stops of approximately 20 

minutes using the same strategy of categorizing points for each taxi with color. The red 

circles indicate location that stand out for having many stops from different taxis, this might 

mean that in this location there are points of interest. The first location that stand out its 

signalized with the number 1, this location is not in the city center yet it does have a lot of 

moderate stops, a clear indication of it being a point of interest. When searching for this 

location in the Google Maps service that contains points of interest, it is possible to see that 

it is the Beijing Capital International Airport. This same strategy was applied to all the 

location that stand out, signalized with a red circle with an identifier number. In the location 

number 2, it was found the Hilton Beijing Hotel and Beijing Landmark Hotel and multiple 

embassies. In the location number 3, it was found the Temple of Heaven and Qinianmen, 

two strong touristic attraction on Beijing. Finally in the location number 4 it was found the 

Beijing Huiwen Middle School.  
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Figure 6.17 - Moderate stops in Beijing 

In Figure 6.18 it is possible to observe where taxis made stops of approximately 5 

minutes. In this case it is hard to analyze since a great deal of quick stops are performed 

by taxis, however the airport signalized with a red circle continues to stand out with many 

quick stops. The remaining points confirm that in the center of the city is where most of the 

stops are performed, which much likely indicates traffic congestion with a slight incidence 

in the East side and in the Chang'an Avenue, the major road of Beijing.  
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Figure 6.18 - Short stops in Beijing 

In Figure 6.19 it is possible to observe the trajectory points of the taxis, using the same 

strategy of categorizing points for each taxi with color. For this image the map was zoomed 

out, because the layer with the points is very dense not allowing to see the most common 

trajectories. This way is possible to see the major areas of traffic of the taxis in Beijing, 

which are the center of the city and the route to the airport. The area with trajectories outside 

the city center correspond to the nearby districts, such as, Miyun and Huairou at northeast 

of Beijing, Fangshan at southwest and Majuqiaozhen at southeast. 

It is possible to conclude that the concept was proven with success and the system 

developed met the requirements and accomplished the goals set with a good performance. 
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Figure 6.19 - Moving Points in Beijing
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7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the work done is discussed as well as the main results obtained and how 

this framework can be improved. In section 7.1 it is given an overview over the framework 

design and the resulting proof of concept, section 7.2 is reserved for the main results 

obtained from the visual analysis, in section 7.3 a comparison with related work is done. 

Finally, in section 7.4 the future work necessary to improve the framework is discussed. 

7.1 Discussion 

The framework was designed to be adaptable to several application cases about drivers’ 

behavior or traffic related areas. Two alternatives were presented, one using the snowflake 

schema and another using the start schema, as well as the advantages and disadvantages 

of each schema. The architecture was detailed to the point of giving the schemas for the 

several database paradigm data sources, which can be used as an intermediary layer 

between the raw data and the data warehouse, or implemented on the operational systems. 

The importance of the visualization layer was explained, as well as some interactive tools 

and techniques to perform an analysis and present them to the end users.  

The Kimball’s approach was followed, in which data marts are independent and the sum 

of the data marts constitutes the data warehouse. The framework was designed to have 

one data mart per city allowing to have one data warehouse per country if it is desired, 

although it is not mandatory. In the implementation it was proven that the framework allows 

to transform raw data into meaningful information and can handle a large dataset with a 

desirable performance. 

The proof of concept consisted of two data marts, one populated with a dataset of taxis 

in Beijing with one week of data, the other populated with a dataset of taxis in Oporto with 

a full year of data. Three dimensions were used, time, weather and car specification, 

allowing to analyze the data over different perspectives. The main workload in the proof of 

concept was to develop and optimize the ETL tools, which are specific for each of the data 

marts. These tools are responsible to clean, extract, transform and load the data into the 

data marts. After experimentation with several GIS and dashboard software, QGIS and 

dashbuilder were chosen for the visualization layer, allowing interaction and visual analysis 

to obtain knowledge about drivers’ behavior.  

The deployment of the system developed is done with a completely automated script 

that, builds the data marts, populates the dimensions and finally builds the samples.  

It was possible to conclude that the ETL process is responsible for the majority of the 

developing time when building a data warehouse. The ETL process also takes the most of 
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the deployment time, keeping in mind that in a usable data warehouse data will need to be 

updated and loaded periodically. The ETL process described in this document is only for 

the initial import of data and this is an area that needs a great deal of work in order to make 

the framework’s data warehouse usable in real scenarios. Another conclusion that was 

made, is that finding free BI tools for visualization is not an easy task, and several 

applications tried were either incomplete or inefficient. 

7.2 Results 

The results showed that the proof of concept allows to correctly analyze drivers’ 

behavior and measure the influence of several factors on drivers’ behavior. With the 

aggregate measures it was possible to conclude, due to the daily average of moving time, 

that in Beijing taxi drivers work in shifts. It was also showed that they cover distances as 

high as taxis in New York, averaging 300 km per day and traveling with an average speed 

of 13 km/h. The average daily number of stops has a high variance, specially the number 

of quick and moderate stops, but the number of long stops (two hours long) averaged less 

than two a day, reinforcing the idea that taxis in Beijing barely stop. 

The Oporto results allowed to conclude, as expected, that the average daily distance 

traveled by taxis is much less than in Beijing, with less than 80 km per day. It was also 

possible to conclude that in Oporto most of taxi demands are done directly at a taxi stand, 

followed by demands on a random street and lastly dispatched from the central. One 

interesting fact seen in the results, is that the number of trips is not necessarily proportional 

to the distance travelled. 

For the Oporto taxis, the measures were analyzed by time allowing to conclude that 

Wednesday and Thursday are the days of the week with highest number of trips and 

distance travelled and the weekend had the lowest values for those two measures. The two 

months with more taxi traffic volume were May and June and the two months with less traffic 

were August and January. It was also done an analysis of the festivities or special dates 

that allowed to conclude that New Year’s Eve has almost twice as much number of trips 

than the daily average for the rest of the year. On the other hand, Christmas was the festivity 

with less trips performed by taxis and Valentine’s Day was higher than average but still 

lower than New Year’s Eve.  

The results for the weather and car specifications were inconclusive, in the case of the 

weather, more measures were necessary, unfortunately the average speed was not 

possible to calculate because the dataset did not include the timestamp for the end of the 

trips.  
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The geospatial analysis of the Beijing data allowed to conclude that with the different 

types of stops is possible to extract points of interest, traffic busy location and traffic 

congestions. It was also possible to observe and conclude, based on the taxi moving points, 

where do taxis have more business volume and what locations outside the norm do taxis 

travel to. 

The final conclusions are that time has influence in drivers’ behavior, data quality largely 

influences the results and that making a geospatial analysis of the different types of stops 

allows to obtain knowledge about which locations have bigger traffic affluence. 

7.3 Related work comparison 

The framework presented in this dissertation has a similarity with the framework 

presented in [10]. Both have the goal of storing aggregate information from trajectories of 

moving objects, can handle different application scenarios and allow to answer a set of 

predefined questions. The biggest differences are in what and how dimensions are 

modeled. In [10] there are only two dimensions, time and space, each is hierarchical with 

one minute and one road segment, respectively, as the lower granularity. This dissertation 

presents a framework with more dimensions but with less detail, focusing more on how the 

different factors influence traffic and drivers’ behavior. 

In [15] a trajectory analysis is performed where abrupt movements are calculated and 

their locations presented on a map, much like what is done for the taxis stops in Beijing, like 

it was seen in the results section. 

7.4 Future work 

The future work should consist in getting more and better data sources in order to obtain 

more precise results and implement the framework in its entirety with all the dimensions 

proposed. Field tests should be performed to validate the thresholds values, confirm the 

validity of the results as well as obtain data about drivers’ condition to test its influence in 

drivers’ behavior. 

Another aspect that can be improved, is to use better visualization tools in order to have 

a richer and more intuitive interface, allowing end users to easily analyze traffic and drivers’ 

behavior.  
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9 Appendices 

 Framework component diagram 
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 Dashboard web application 

In the left bottom corner are the filters, several can be applied at the same time, and it is possible to perform drill down in groups of taxis 

in the charts. 
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 Data mart 
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 Beijing map with taxi points 
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